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President’s Message
Paul Roberston, President, Niagara Chapter

She:kon! (Greetings or hello – Mohawk)

There is no need to say it, but the effort that our 
volunteers, staff, and individual authors put into 
creating each issue of The Woodlander is consider-
able. I participate in most of our communications 
committee meetings, and although all that the 
group does is impressive, it is particularly notable 
that we currently have theme-issues identified 
more than a year in advance. This issue, which 
focuses on understanding Indigenous values and 
perspectives in our woodlots was decided-on 
last fall during one of the committee’s monthly 
meetings, and it was embraced with even more 
enthusiasm than usual.

For some members, this might beg the question… 
why? Or why is this so important? As President of 
the OWA, I take the role of being a leader, and of 
our organization leading, seriously; and with that 
comes the need to do the right thing. As most 
of us now recognize, and many unfortunately 
only recently have learned, we have a troubled 
history that is quite different from our childhood 
textbooks and lessons. There is much to be done 
with respect to truth and reconciliation, as laid-
out by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
Report   of 2015 and its Calls to Action. 

This painful and tumultuous history and its impacts 
on the current lives of Indigenous peoples is in 
many ways simply daunting, and we ask how we 
can make any difference personally. Becoming 
aware and grasping the real truth is a vitally im-
portant first step. As OWA members, we can and 
should look for opportunities, not only to improve 
our understanding, but especially in what we do 
within our woodlots and how we manage them. 
We can also be introspective in our day to day 
lives, and in our interactions with each other and 
the land we all love; we can respect, integrate, 
and apply Indigenous values and perspectives. 
This is a wonderful opportunity to do better and 
to become better stewards of our forests.

One of the many benefits, and possibly the most 
significant of our on-going merger with the Eastern 
Ontario Model Forest (EOMF), is the well-estab-
lished relationship with the Mohawk Council of 
Akwesasne, also one of the founding partners 
of the EOMF. There is no doubt that uniting the 

A BETTER UNDERSTANDING 
ENRICHES US ALL

OWA and EOMF is already bringing much benefit, 
and will continue to do so as we formalize and 
finalize our new structure and the governance 
arrangement. What is really enriching us all as 
members, is how the merger and the example of 
and experience gained by this fruitful long-stand-
ing relationship is helping to further catalyze and 
develop our relationships with other Indigenous 
peoples and communities, and the land that we 
share; we are all the better for this positive growth.

Our Kawartha Chapter held a wonderful Indigenous 
themed virtual event last year entitled – Shar-
ing Traditional Knowledge and Finding Common 
Ground; its presentations are still available on-line 
at:  https://www.peterboroughcountystewardship.
org/kawartha-woodland-conference. I am also en-
couraged by how many of our chapters have begun 
to include a traditional land acknowledgement at 
the start of meetings and events. It is both a good 
thing and the right thing to do... There are many 
variations, and we should not ever feel obligated 
to simply recite a set collection of words, that 
although meaningful and eloquent, can become 
repetitious and just another item on the agenda. 
We must all try to speak from the heart each time, 
using and re-using words that express a depth of 
feeling and a truthful recognition of the past and 
a stated positive and conciliatory obligation to 
the future. Reprinted below is one of my personal 
favourite traditional land acknowledgements. We 
have posted it on the main (splash) page of our 
website for all to adapt and use. 

Miigwetch! (Thank you – Anishinaabemowin 
or Ojibwa)

The OWA acknowledges that we are gathered on 
the shared traditional Lands of the Indigenous 
Peoples of Turtle Island. Long before today, there 
have always been Indigenous Peoples and they are 
the original stewards of this Land. We are grateful 
for the opportunity to live, work and play here. We 
offer our thanks and honour all the generations of 
Peoples before us who have survived and thrived 
here since time long past. This Land continues 
to serve as a meeting place and crossroads for 
Peoples of many Nations. Our recognition of the 
contributions and importance of Indigenous Peo-
ples is part of our collective commitment to make 
Truth & Reconciliation real in our community as 
we strive for a harmonious shared future.
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https://ehprnh2mwo3.exactdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Calls_to_Action_English2.pdf
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Forest Owners Cooperatives
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Woodland Store

Woodland Walk ‘N’ Talks

BUILDING CONSENSUS 
WORKS WELL

Executive Director’s Note
John Pineau, Executive Director, Near North Chapter

Not wanting to sound like the proverbial 
old codger prattling on about yesteryear, 
the kind I used to poke fun at occasionally, 
and that my daughters now accuse me of 
being… I hope that this piece does not 
come across as overly nostalgic or sen-
timental. So, I will try to keep my innate 
whimsy in check! However, this issue of 
The Woodlander did present me with a 
pleasant opportunity to reminisce about 
a time in my life and career in the early 
1990’s, when I worked for the (then) Min-
istry of Natural Resources (MNR) as a Park 
Planner based in Cochrane in Northern 
Ontario. It is also a good personal exercise, 
as it reminds me yet again of how truly 
fortunate and blessed I have been to see 
and experience so much.

Helping to develop and write the manage-
ment plan for Polar Bear Provincial Park 
was an honour and privilege for many 
reasons. Very few Canadians have visited 
the Hudson Bay coast, or the Indigenous 
communities of Peawanuck, Attawapiskat, 
and Fort Severn. Working with these Cree 
(Néhinaw) communities, and their chiefs 
at that time, was exciting, enjoyable and an 
amazing learning experience. It is where I 
first experienced true consensus building 
being used in meetings, and how it worked 
and now continues to work well, elsewhere.

I had met and worked with a number of 
Cree individuals before this time, during 
tree plants, on fire crews, and on sever-
al trips I had enjoyed to Moosonee and 
Moose Factory on the Polar Bear Express, 
a cool railway train experience based 
out of Cochrane. However, working in 
close-quarters towards the common pur-
pose of producing the park management 
plan afforded an opportunity for us all to 

be ourselves, and to truly learn about and 
understand each other. It was invaluable in 
so many respects. The approach of build-
ing consensus worked very well during 
planning meetings. Everyone had an equal 
say, and the opportunity to express their 
views, opinions, ideas, and concerns in 
an open, constructive, and quasi-informal 
forum. For a person like me who tends to 
make instant decisions, I admit it was at 
times torturous, but in the end so much 
more effective. What we came up with as 
a result had true and powerful substance 
and validity. The final Polar Bear Park Plan 
we produced was a masterpiece, in my 
hopefully objective opinion.

Decision-making in Indigenous commu-
nities or groups is accomplished through 
this kind of collective discussion, nego-
tiation, and consultation, and the topic 
often remains open to further discus-
sion and negotiation – an applied form of 
‘adaptive management’, perhaps before 
these became buzz-words in our cor-
porate culture? This kind of consensus 
decision making creates legitimacy for 
any eventual decision that is made and 
for the associated actions that are taken 
as a result. Again, it worked and continues 
to work well elsewhere from my personal 
observation. I actually believe that without 
even realizing it, we employ a healthy 
level of consensus building within the 
OWA governance structure and our var-
ious committees. And appropriately my 
patience with decision making process 
has mellowed a little too…

I made a number of trips via Twin Otter 
flights to the Hudson Bay coast during 
the planning of Polar Bear Park, although 
I cannot now remember exactly how many. 

Two in particular stand out, however. One 
was in late June or early July, and the other 
in mid December. From the summer trip, 
I can recall madly swimming against the 
fast current of the Winisk River and making 
no progress forward whatsoever despite 
my efforts. It was also wonderful to see 
Polar Bears along the coast, as we made 
a number of exploratory flights to points 
of interest and important sites within the 
park. The winter trip was also memorable. 
Arriving for a three-day meeting, I remem-
ber my parka just did not cut it when the 
windchill had the temperature at about 
-60C. I do remember seeing some of the 
local folk playing hockey on an outdoor 
rink during the drive from the airstrip to 
the park office, and thinking they were 
just a bit hardier than me.

I want to conclude with some thoughts, 
concerning the Cree language. To me, the 
various dialects that I have heard are the 
most beautiful sounding of our planet. Cree 
has a soft and gentle staccato that reminds 
me instantly of nature, whether it be the 
rustling sound of the wind through Trem-
bling Aspen, the flow of a small stream 
over rocks, or the melody of songbirds 
on an early morning in spring. It seems 
completely in-tune with land, forest, water 
and sky, a special form of consensus if you 
will, with our natural world; something for 
which we all should strive.
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million hectares of private forested land 
in Ontario. 

* Basal area is a common way to describe forest 
stand density. It is the cross-sectional area of 
trees at breast height (1.3m above ground). 

YOUR OWA AT WORK
By Ben Gwilliam, Private Land Forest Inventory Analyst,  

OWA, York-Durham Chapter

Like many global industries, the forest 
sector has seen a recent technological 
revolution that is producing increasingly 
more advanced and sophisticated tools, 
science, and information. These techno-
logical advances have ushered-in an era of 
forest management that is unparalleled to 
anytime in history, a leap analogous only 
to the initial shift toward mechanization in 
the mid-1900s. The tools used by today’s 
forester professionals include stereoscopic 
high-resolution imagery and laser measure-
ment platforms that produce extremely 
accurate three-dimensional data, informing 
a management approach best described 
in two words: precision forestry. And now, 
through a diversity of partnerships and pilot 
projects, the Ontario Woodlot Association 
(OWA) is bringing these sophisticated tools 
to you, the woodlot owner, so that you can 
access the most accurate and relevant in-
formation, and make the right management 
decisions to meet your needs, and promote 
the health of your forest.

Over the past year, I have had the privilege 
of interning for the OWA as part of the Pri-
vate Land Forest Inventory Pilot Project in 
Southeastern Ontario. Using leading-edge 
commercial forestry technology and tech-
niques, including LiDAR, satellite imagery 
analysis, and fieldwork, this pilot project 
developed a high-resolution forest resources 
inventory across 2,000km2 of private lands. 
The pilot project was a success overall, 
allowing for the OWA and the project’s 
stakeholders to assess the capabilities of 
LiDAR technology and the quality of the 
resulting inventory attribute measurements 
across a rural and peri-urban landscape. For 
the first time since 1978, there now exists 
an up-to-date, extensive private land forest 
resources inventory in Southern Ontario 
that includes complete measurements 
of merchantable basal area* and volume, 
canopy height, average dbh (diameter at 

breast height), and other inventory attri-
butes for each forested hectare.

The OWA is now expanding this initiative to 
all private lands in Ontario through the En-
hancing Opportunities for Ontario’s Privately 
Owned Forests Project. When complete, this 
project will provide a coarse analysis of all 
private forest land resources in the province. 
It will serve to both inform and establish 
priority areas where new high-resolution 
forest inventory should be produced to 
take advantage of wood fibre that can be 
harvested sustainably from private land. As 
part of your valued membership, you will 
gain access to this unprecedented level of 
information for your woodlot, providing you 
with the best possible decision-making tools 
to enhance the health of your forests. Our 
project partner, the Centre for Research and 
Innovation in the Bio Economy (CRIBE), a 
non-profit forest sector research organiza-
tion, will gain from this an understanding of 
where to direct resources to support local 
economies and catalyze growth in forest 
sector businesses. This project will also 
synergize with other OWA-led initiatives to 
leverage data for forest cooperatives and 
certification efforts.

It is truly an exciting time to be a part of the 
OWA and I am proud to continue my role in 
contributing to the utilization of cutting-edge 
technology for our members. The results of 
the Enhancing Opportunities for Ontario’s 
Privately Owned Forests Project will lead to 
improved forest management and forest 
health along with a more sustainable and 
economically viable forest sector equipped 
with both the location and availability of 
wood fibre on private land. Moreover, the 
implications will extend beyond the bio-
economy, as a detailed forest inventory 
informs carbon management and climate 
change mitigation strategies throughout the 
province. This project is a part of a larger 
OWA-led initiative to bring fundamental 
changes to our understanding of the 5.5 

LiDAR point cloud of a forested area.

Basal area* themed woodlot map.

1
What does the word 
Miigwetch mean?

3
What Indigenous 
organization was a 
founding member and 
partner of the Eastern 
Ontario Model Forest?

2
In what ways do 
Indigenous peoples use 
Black Ash?

1. Miigwetch means “thank you” in Anishinaabe-
mowin, also known as Ojibwa. There are a 
number of spelling variations in use. Also, 
Chi-Miigwetch means thank you very much.

2. Black Ash or Wiiskaak (Anishinaabemowin) 
was used and is still being used for baskets, 
snowshoes, canoe paddles, cordage/rope, and 
lacrosse sticks. Black Ash is more commonly 
used for baskets; each basket that is created has 
a different purpose or utility.

3. The Mohawk Council of Akwesasne (MCA) was a 
founding member of and remains an important 
partner within the Eastern Ontario Model Forest 
(EOMF).

POP QUIZ

ANSWERS:
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UNDERSTANDING INDIGENOUS  
VALUES AND PERSPECTIVES FOR 

WOODLAND STEWARDS

UNDERSTANDING INDIGENOUS  
VALUES AND PERSPECTIVES 
FOR WOODLAND STEWARDS

CHAPTER 1

A MESSAGE FROM THE OWA COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE

The thematic articles offered in this issue of The Ontario Woodlander represent the values, perspectives, 
and opinions of a diverse group of Indigenous and non-Indigenous authors, as was intended when 
we set out to garner and present this content. We understand that some of what is written in these 
articles can be difficult to read and to contemplate, and that it can also elicit an emotional response in 
some. We ask that all of our readers keep an open mind and recognize that although it can indeed be 
difficult to learn and think about these topics, we are enriched, and all the better for making this effort.   

Brian McClean
Chair
OWA Communications Committee
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Okwire’shón:’a | The Trees
Akwé:kon énska entitewahwe’nón:ni | 
All one we shall collect/gather
Ne onkwa’nikò:ra tánon teiethinon-
hwará:ton | Our minds and we shall 
greet them
Ne Okwire’shón:’a | The trees
Tánon ne kwáhtkonwakowá:nen ne 
wáhta | And the most biggest the maple
Né:’e tsi nikakwiró:ten | This type of tree
Né:’e tsi shé:kon tho niiotiierenhákie | 
Because still they are doing
Oh nahò:ten shakoniahehshá:’on ne 
Shonkwaiatíson | What he depends on 
them the creator
Tho niiohtónhakne onkwa’nikòn:ra. Tho. 
| It will always be our minds. It is agreed.

She:kon Sewakwe:kon (Hello Everyone),

I hope this message finds you and your 
families surrounded by good medi-
cine and thoughts. I started with the 
Okwire’shón:’a (The Trees) excerpt 
from the Ohén:ton Karihwatéhkwen 
(Thanksgiving Address)  again and will 
continue to do this as it helps situate 
our thoughts, and acknowledges the 
importance of forests. In this issue, I 
want to emphasize the importance of 
the Éhsa (Black Ash Tree), which is 
threated due to the Emerald Ash Borer. 
Éhsa is an important component in the 
creation of baskets and Akwesasne is 
well known for creating fancy baskets. 
The traditional practice of basketmaking 
is an important part of Akwesasronon 

(Akwesasne Community Member) iden-
tity. The practice is part of resilience, as 
it was and continues to be a means for 
families to support themselves; my own 
family did this as well. I treasure this tree 
because it is part of what made my life 
possible, and I want to draw attention 
to the importance of protecting them. 

The Mohawk Council of Akwesasne 
(MCA) – Environment Program was part 
of the creation of the Eastern Ontario 
Model Forest (EOMF), and helped shape 
the very essence of its governance struc-
ture and effective partnership building 
through the foundational principles of 
Kaianerekowa, which are Sken:nen 
(Peace), Kasatstenhtshera (Power), and 
Kanikonri:io (Good Mind). Approach-
ing governance and partnership from 
these principles, we come together 
with a good mind to actively maintain 
peace, which holds power. Through 
the on-going merger with the Ontario 
Woodlot Association (OWA), the EOMF 
is taking a new form, but our partner-
ship and friendship will continue to be 
central to the new organization, and 
will help it to flourish in the long-term. 
I am grateful to the OWA and EOMF 
for recognizing the importance of our 
role and our knowledge in this merger, 
and for taking the time to meaningfully 
engage and incorporate our perspective 
into this new direction. 

As the Environmental Services Man-
ager for MCA-Environment Program, I 

A SPECIAL MESSAGE FROM THE MOHAWK COUNCIL OF AKWESASNE

By Abraham Francis, MSc., Environmental Services Manager, Environment Program
Department of Infrastructure, Housing and Environment, Mohawk Council of Akwesasne, Stormont, Dundas 

and Glengarry (SDG) Chapter.

A SPECIAL MESSAGE

am constantly reflecting and thinking 
about my role and responsibilities to 
my community, organization, and part-
nerships, as well as all of creation. All 
my work and inspiration come from a 
community that shaped me into the 
person that I am today. I am focused on 
addressing my community’s concerns 
and ensuring that the environment is 
healthy for future generations to access 
safely, and full of relationships that 
are an essential part of our cultural 
integrity and continuity. For this to work 
effectively and successfully, I need the 
support of partnerships and the MCA to 
access resources and tools that make 
my community and our environment 
healthier. 

Forests are complex ecosystems with 
relationships that sustain each other 
and provide a shelter and support for 
so many aspects of creation, which 
makes me think about my relationship 
with the EOMF and the OWA, and my 
work. Together, we can accomplish so 
much, and I look forward to the world 
we are creating for future generations. 

I will continue to walk with the Taha-
tikonhsetónkie (Seven Generations/
Coming Faces) firmly in mind and their 
good intentions, as I build a community 
around me to do this to the best of my 
ability.

Sken:nen,

Abraham Francis
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Reconciliation Tree Plant at the Healing Place; left to right: Kayla Sunday, Abraham Francis, Tony Bull and Paul Robertson.

Mary Tebo, Kanienkehaka (Mohawk) 
of Akwesasne, was a woman who rep-
resents so much of what it means to be 
Akwesasronon (Akwesasne Community 
Member) with her resilience to not allow 
the will of settler states to constrict her 
identity. In 1960, at the age of 59, she 
was put in jail for six months because 
she refused to abide by an eviction order 
to move off her land because she was 
a “Canadian born Mohawk.” As a long-
house member, she refused to recognize 
the border and leave the land given to 
her by her uncle. 

After her sentence, she returned to her 
land and lived the rest of her days there. 
The laughter in the image shows the 
joy she created in her life, through her 
resilience. Additionally, the weaving 
of the black ash basket carries an ex-
tra layer of resilience as she supported 
her family with this traditional practice. 
Akwesasronon have always and will con-
tinue to resist, as well as find joy in their 
lives empowered by who they are as 
Kanienkehaka people. We will protect 
our territory, people, rights, and future 
generations. 

Mary Tebo

MARY TEBO

UNDERSTANDING INDIGENOUS  
VALUES AND PERSPECTIVES FOR 

WOODLAND STEWARDS
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Ginawaydaganuc - We Are All 
Connected is a phrase said in 
Algonquin culture which at its 

most surface value means that we are 
all related. There is no superior being, 
only relations to one another, between 
nature, people, the earth; everything is 
related. This cultural concept is one that 
Chris Craig uses to guide his everyday 
interactions, whether that be at work, 
home, or play. 

With his background in forestry and 
certification as a tree marker, Chris has 
worked with South Nation Conservation 
(SNC) for over 23 years, and in that time 
has witnessed different trends and shifts. 
Most recently the shift to recognizing 
and incorporating Indigenous knowledge 
into conservation and forestry practic-
es. This is not a new concept for Chris, 
who was one of the founding members 
of what became the Eastern Ontario First 
Nations Working Group (EOFNWG), a 
group that prides itself on the ability to 
be non-political, but united in the fight 
against climate change.

Their work began over 20 years ago, when 
a request from a local First Nations group 
came to him about the status of Black Ash 
in Eastern Ontario. At the time Black Ash 
was not monitored or regarded highly, as 
it was not a commercial tree species, but 
it was culturally important to First Nations. 
Sharing knowledge during this project led 
to gains for all parties, and created op-
portunity for the Black Ash Management 
Project, which aimed to locate Black Ash 
stands in Eastern Ontario for conservation 
activities, develop silviculture practices 
specific to black ash, monitor the effects 
and spread of the Emerald Ash Borer, all 
the while compiling research data. 

Since that initial project many more 
have followed, some highlights being 
protecting endangered medicinal plants 
such as American Ginseng, working with 
partners like Ontario Power Generation 
(OPG), to monitor and tend 100 seedlings 
while incorporating Aboriginal Traditional 
Knowledge. Together, with partners such 
as Plenty Canada, we have monitored 
Species at Risk including but not limited 
to: wild rice, Bobolink, Eastern Mead-
owlark, Loggerhead Shrike, rare turtles; 
pooling resources to create or enhance 
habitat that supports these species in a 
variety of ways. 

Most recently we pledged to heal shared 
lands with partners: the Mohawks of Ak-
wesasne, Forests Ontario, Plenty Canada, 
OPG, and more as we gain momentum 
through our Climate Change Reconcilia-
tion Plantings; this resulted in the creation 
of The Healing Place. The Healing Place 
is a project which looks to highlight the 
harm and loss that our landscape has 
felt since early occupation, and to share 
knowledge of the practices used today to 
heal the land. Early in the planning stag-
es, a major world event happened – the 
initial discovery of 215 children’s bodies 
in Kamloops BC, unreported deaths at a 
former residential school site. As of to-
day, the number of unmarked children’s 
graves found sits at well over 7,000. This 
hit home for both us and our partners, 
reinforcing the need for healing and rec-
ognition of the treatment of Indigenous 
peoples through history. The working 
group decided to dedicate a day and a 
space to Remembering the Children, by 
planting a memorial and healing garden. 
As The Healing Place grows, it will become 

a space where people of all backgrounds 
can gather to reflect, heal, and engage 
with each other and with the land, in 
constructive ways. 

It should be noted that this partnership 
is not always about re-naturalization. At 
times, the task at hand is very serious in 
nature. For example, a report on the Port 
of Prescott Expansion in 2010, which 
saw the first combination of Traditional 
Ecological Knowledge, cultural values, 
and western science viewpoints to my 
knowledge, was submitted by the Ak-
wesasne Environment Department and 
South Nation Conservation. This report 
aimed to ensure that the American Eel, 
and other important species were not 
harmed during the Port Expansion, and 
that habitat which would be changed, be 
replaced once construction was complete 
so as not to harm the delicate ecological 
balance of the waterway. 

Through time and successive joint efforts, 
a set of guidelines for each meeting have 
been developed. We incorporate tradi-
tional opening and closing ceremonies, 
deciding who does the opening and from 
what culture, based on who attends that 
day. From our Haudenosaunee partners 
we typically recite and reflect on the 
Ohén:ton Karihwatéhkwen, which are 
the Words that Come Before All Else, or 
Thanksgiving Address. This is not a prayer, 
but a moment of gratitude to the Creator 
and all of creation for this day we have 
received. It is during this recitation that 
we ask to be connected as one, to work 
together towards a common goal. From 
our Algonquin partners we experience a 
different culture and so a different open-
ing, which changes with the seasons, 

GINAWAYDAGANUC – WE ARE ALL CONNECTED

By Kayla Sunday, South Nation Conservation, Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry Chapter (from an interview 
with Chris Craig, also of South Nation Conservation)

WE ARE ALL CONNECTED
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Chris Craig of South Nation Conservation 
at The Healing Place. Photo Credit: 
Andrea Cardin.

The Healing Place was created to share knowledge of practices used today to heal the 
land. A tree planting day took place in October 2021, with the establishment of a Memorial 
Healing Garden for Indigenous children whose deaths at residential schools went 
unreported.appreciates all life, and works to unite 

our minds in a similar way. Typically, with 
an Algonquin opening we will observe a 
smudging ceremony, using sacred herbs 
to cleanse the space, asking negative 
energy to leave the space, and to free our 
minds so we may work together efficiently. 

When the meeting space has been opened, 
it becomes important to adhere to, and 
understand that this space becomes 
non-political, with the shared rule that 
we can express our feelings freely, without 
risk of repercussion or retribution. We take 
turns speaking, and ask for clarification 
if it is needed, waiting for each person to 
finish their thought. This can be tricky at 
times, with so many different partners and 
world views, but it is also the key to seeing 
each issue or matter from all angles, a point 
of pride for the EOFNWG. To ensure this 
is possible, we reflect and aim to respect 
Wampum, agreements made between 
early settlers and Indigenous people. They 
also teach us how to respect the land and 
care for it... In our meetings we typically 
follow: Two Row Wampum Belt, One Bowl 
One Spoon Wampum Belt, the Friendship 
Belt, and the 1764 Royal Proclamation 
Belt as a guide. There are many on-line 
resources about these Wampum Belts, and 
I invite you to review them at your leisure. 

Discussions through the meeting are 
always with purpose, but feel as if you are 
talking amongst friends with a common 

objective, such as combating climate 
change and finding ways to re-naturalize 
spaces with plants and species that will 
support our unique ecosystem. We aim 
for group consensus, making sure our 
plan satisfies the needs of each partner. 

At the end of our project, when gather-
ings are  allowed, we share a meal; as 
social sharing has considerable impor-
tance in all cultures. Often this is another 
opportunity for ideas or good thoughts 
to come to the table. It also provides 
a space for us to exist together, under 
no pressure, simply to enjoy each oth-
er’s company. It certainly helps to have 
a good meal, after planting hundreds 
of trees, and feels great to have that 
moment of reflection and gratitude for 
the people who participated with you 
that day. 

Our toolkit for success is ever changing, 
depending on who is at the table and 
which direction we go, but certain as-
pects have become engrained. We pull 
inspiration from leaders in these spac-
es, our Indigenous partners, knowledge 
keepers, western science leaders, and 
by remaining current on reports like the 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission: 
Calls to Action, or the United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples.

SNC is also FSC Canada Certified, we 
adhere to all its principles, but of these I 
wish to highlight Principle 3 which states: 
Indigenous Peoples’ Rights - identify 
and uphold Indigenous peoples legal 
and customary rights of ownership, use 
and management of the land, territories 
and resources affected by management 
activities. 

If any group is looking to connect with 
their Indigenous neighbors, I encourage 
you to first review these concepts, and 
reflect on your own goals. Reach out 
and invite your First Nations and other 
partners to the table in the first step; it 
will afford you a clearer planning process 
and final picture. From there I hope you 
can take time to listen, sharing the floor 
for concerns, and open your minds to 
find a path that suits all parties. Often, we 
have the same messages, but it comes 
from different places, so we must listen 
and learn a variety of viewpoints. Finally, 
I encourage you to take the first step, 
send that email and invite prospective 
partners to your events, meetings and 
learning opportunities. Remember that 
we are working on the land together as 
the same people; people with interest 
and commitment to the betterment of 
the environment. 
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The north-eastern forests of North 
America are home to many people, 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous, 

who are fortunate enough to inhabit a lit-
tle “slice of heaven.” The rural landscape 
we know, with its forest and farmland —
usually skewed toward a predominance 
of farmland in southern Ontario — is 
the result of the relatively recent efforts 
of pioneer settlers to carve out a living 
on this rich landscape. Well before the 
arrival of settlers from Great Britain and 
Europe, however, First Nations peoples 
were already practicing a highly orga-
nized life of agriculture and forest living 
throughout this region.

Archeologists have established that from 
about 900 C.E. through to the mid 1600s 
inhabitants of what is now known as 
southern Ontario and New York State 
lived in villages of longhouses surround-
ed by agricultural lands. In Ontario the 
longhouse culture was active from the 
shores of the St. Lawrence River to the 
Detroit River, and north to Georgian Bay. 
Through the efforts of some museums 
and First Nations organizations, and with 
a lot of help from archeologists, we can 
see and touch models of the longhouse. 

Longhouse living was a shared tradition 
amongst a number of groups who spoke 
Iroquoian languages. South of Lake On-
tario there were the Five Nations: Mo-
hawk, Seneca, Onondaga, Oneida, and 
Cayuga. Collectively they were known as 
the Haudenosaunee, or people of the 
longhouse. Above Lake Ontario, Lake 
Erie, and parts of the St. Lawrence there 
was the Wendat Confederacy (named 

Huron by the French) made up of the 
Bear, Rock, Chord and Deer tribes. The 
Petun, Erie, and Neutral were also part 
of the Iroquois culture above the Lakes. 
North of the Wendat in Ontario were 
the Algonquin speaking tribes. They 
had trade relations with the Wendat, 
but their traditions of forest living, and 
social organization differed from their 
southern neighbours.

Through archeological studies it has 
been established that the longhouse is 
a building with a consistent width of 22-
24 feet, and a height of about 26 feet. 
It is constructed with upright poles (3-5 
inches in diameter) creating a frame over 
which bark was attached. The lashing 
for the poles was made from the inner 
layers of bark, and when dried in place 
was strong and rigid. Likewise, the rope 
for sewing bark to the longhouse walls 
and roof could be made from bark and 
from plants such as dogbane. With a 

PEOPLE OF THE LONGHOUSE
HAUDENOSAUNEE  – PEOPLE OF THE LONGHOUSE

By Neil Dunning, Brant Chapter

consistent and dependable construction 
system, these buildings were marvel-
lously versatile. The lengths could be 
extended from shorter (80 feet) to very 
long (up to 300 feet). A village could be 
made of several longhouses and have a 
population of a few thousand. Villages 
were usually surrounded by palisades 
of tall poles. The poles were one foot 
in diameter. 

The social structure of the Iroquois was in-
timately connected to how the longhouse 
was constructed. The Iroquois peoples 
had a matrilineal and clan-based society. 
The longhouse was home to several or 
more families of one clan, such as bear, 
turtle, or deer. Each clan house had a 
matron at the head. Other houses in the 
village would house other clans. Men mar-
ried out of their clan and children traced 
their descent through the family of the 
mother’s clan. A longhouse had hearths 
down the middle of the long floor with a 

Side view of the longhouse at Kayanese. 80 feet long, 26 feet high.
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“THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF THE IROQUOIS 
WAS INTIMATELY CONNECTED TO HOW THE 

LONGHOUSE WAS CONSTRUCTED.”

Overlapping layers of bark on the side of the longhouse.

Large and small stone adze for woodworking in a style 
used by the builders of longhouses. Found by the author’s 
grandfather in the 1900s during excavation for sewer 
construction in Toronto.

Kerdo Deer inside the longhouse at Kayanese.
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family on either side of the hearth. The 
hearth fire was shared by both families. 
Each family had a wall compartment of 
about 20 feet long with platforms built 
along the wall for sleeping and communal 
food storage above.

Long house villages were closely con-
nected to the forest land in which they 
were situated. The Five Nations in New 
York and the Iroquois tribes in southern 
Ontario had agricultural societies. The 
north-eastern forest was perfectly suit-
ed to meet the need for fertile land on 
which to grow sunflowers, corn, beans, 
and squash. With a need for poles, bark, 
fuel, and game these were also ideal 
lands. In addition, abundant and read-
ily accessible fresh water would have 
been essential to support even a single 
longhouse. The eastern forest with its 
rich soils, woods and numerous river 
systems provided an ideal environment 
for the development and support of the 
longhouse way of life. Poles would be 
harvested from second growth forest 
while old growth forests provided the 
large sheets of bark for wall covering—
elm was favoured for its strength, and 
water repelling properties. A longhouse 
village had a lifespan of about 15 years. 
After a time, essential local resources 
such as firewood were depleted. A new 
location would be identified, and a new 
village built. For many of us, the latest 
power tools made with the best quality 

materials are considered essential to 
our forest projects, but it is marvelous 
to think of the work that was done with 
simple hand tools fashioned from stone 
and bone combined with centuries of 
accumulated knowledge and cooper-
ative work. 

There are several longhouse replicas in 
Ontario and New York State which are 
open for visiting. Ganodagan Village is 
near Rochester, NY. In Ontario examples 
include Ste. Marie among the Hurons 
(Midland), Huronia Museum and Huron 
Ouendat Village (Midland), Crawford 
Lake Conservation Area (Halton County) 
Kanata Village (Six Nations), and the 
Kayanase Longhouse (Six Nations). 

The Kayanase longhouse was construct-
ed in 2017. Building was carried out by 
local tradesmen, all of whom are also 
ceremonial leaders and faith keepers 
of the longhouse tradition. The cedar 
poles for the longhouse were sourced 
from a plantation. The bark covering was 
extremely hard to source since there just 
are not abundant large elm trees anymore.  
Elm has the most durable and 
water-resistant local bark. In 
the end a combination of elm, 
ash, and hickory bark was used. 
The experience of the builders 
in using all these materials to 
build a longhouse was that “it 
just made sense.” 

The longhouse remains a powerful 
symbol for the Haudenosaunee. At Six 
Nations of the Grand River there is a 
physical “longhouse” building where 
members meet to recall their stories and 
traditions and to renew relationships. It 
is a bedrock of their society. 

SOURCES:

Mr. Kerdo Deer, Cultural Coordinator

Ogwehoweh Skills & Trades Training 
Centre

PO Box 820, 993 Highway 54 Ohsweken, 
ON N0A 1M0

J. V. Wright, Ontario Prehistory, an eleven 
thousand year archaeological outline, 
National Museums of Canada; Ottawa, 
1972

WEB RESOURCES INCLUDE: 

https://ganondagan.org/Visit/Gener-
al-Information 

http://www.nysm.nysed.gov/exhibitions/
ongoing/native-peoples-new-york/mo-
hawk-longhouse 

Native Land Digital
WHO WE ARE & WHAT WE DO

Native Land Digital is the Indigenous 
non-profit behind the Native-Land.ca 

open source map. We prioritize  
Indigenous knowledge and 

continued presence by offering a 
global digital space for Indigenous 

representation on Indigenous terms.

info@native-land.ca

https://www.culturalmindfulness.ca/cultural-mindfulness
Native-Land.ca | Our home on native land
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The Chippewas of Georgina Island 
First Nation (CGIFN) lies in the 
traditional territory of the An-

ishinaabeg, Wendat, Mississauga and 
Haudenosaunee and is located in Lake 
Simcoe in the Region of York, in the 
Province of Ontario. 

The CGIFN Nation consists of three Is-
lands that are located approximately 
2 km. from the southern shore of Lake 
Simcoe. Georgina is the largest of the 
three at 4.5 km. long and 3.2 km. wide, 
with an area of 1,290 hectares. Snake 
Island is 136 ha. and Fox Island 20.4 ha. 

To gain access, one must take the Car 
Ferry, Water Taxi, or use a private vessel 
in the spring and summer months. During 
the shoulder seasons the members travel 
by skidoo, ATV, Scoot (air boat) followed 
by cars and trucks once the ice is thick 
enough. This is becoming a lot riskier 
as conditions are not as predictable 
and “safe” as in prior years, due to cli-
mate change and pollution. In 2019 
the ferryboat ran continuously, which 
was a first in our history of having ferry 
transportation.

Forests occupy approximately 75% of 
Georgina Island, and 67% on both Fox 
and Snake Islands. Georgina Island 
contains 93 hectares of Ash dominated 
wetland forest comprising approximately 
40,000 Ash trees, a number of which 
are Black Ash; a species of traditional, 
cultural significance.

Georgina Island Band membership totals 
approximately 800 with 200 living on the 
First Nation. Some members supplement 
their income through the sales of arts, 

TRADITIONAL FOREST USE 
TRADITIONAL FOREST USE OF THE CHIPPEWAS OF GEORGINA ISLAND

By Heather Charles, Forest Management/Language & Cultural Coordinator,  
Chippewas of Georgina Island First Nation,  and Chris Gynan R.P.F., York-Durham Chapter

crafts, maple syrup, firewood, cultural 
tours and workshops – often facilitated 
in the forest and trails. 

KENO GEGO NAABADOSIN – 
EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED

As Indigenous people we feel that we 
ARE the land and that we share the same 
make up as the earth.  Our Ancestors 
and language are exemplified in Aki (the 
Land). We adhere to the premise that we 
“belong” to the earth, which is adverse 
to the “ownership” ideology reflected 
in colonialism. We do not consider our-
selves Stake Holders – we are Rights 
Holders. Often times our land ethics are 
not understood by many governmental 
resource managers, for example, Indig-
enous resistance to aerial spraying of 
forests with glyphosate.

Aki is our living library that holds the 
key to our wellbeing, power, ancestors, 
and future. The CGIFN community has 
a strong relationship with Aki and N’bi 
(water). Many still harvest foods that 
come from the forest and waters, for 
example wild leeks or ramps, fish, deer, 
wild turkey, waterfowl, berries, Dump-
niig (wild horseradish) maple syrup and 
sugar.  Historically, manoomin (wild rice) 
and cranberries were once staple food 
sources until the creation of the Trent 
Severn Waterway which caused them 
to be flooded out permanently.  

Traditionally we held controlled burns on 
the Island in the early spring. This kept 
the ticks and mosquitoes at bay and 
allowed rejuvenation and regeneration 
of native flora and fauna and associated 

habitat. We also had strategic grazing 
practices with cattle and horses.  

Unfortunately, the invasive Norway Ma-
ple has been introduced into the tree 
population of the Island by cottagers 
and members for their “aesthetic” value, 
unaware of its potential negative impacts 
to our ecosystems and especially the 
Sugar Maple population, which will have 
impact on our cultural and traditional 
practices. This is one of the main rea-
sons we do not promote the transport 
of firewood or non-native plant species 
to our territory.

However, with regard to invasive species, 
holistic approaches are being considered 
– what can we learn from them? How 
can we utilize their gifts? The phenom-
enon of invasive species has caused 
Anishnaabemowin language speakers to 
adapt and create new terms and labels 
for these “new” visitors, but that is what 
we do and have always done. We adapt, 
while maintaining our core values that 
identify us as a people and nation.

TRADITIONAL USE OF TREES

Black and White Ash have historical 
significance and continue to be used for 
basket making, tool handles, snowshoe 
framework, fuel wood, sleigh making, 
lacrosse sticks, hockey sticks, barrel 
hoops and canoe ribs. The bark and 
roots were steeped in boiling water for 
a rheumatism tea. The seeds of ash pro-
vide food for wild turkeys; white tailed 
deer, beaver and porcupine feed on 
their leaves and twigs.  The ash from an 
ash wood fire was used to prepare lyed 
corn for soup and was also mixed with 
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Making Black Ash baskets.
The CGIFN encourages best management practices to 
increase stewardship of the forest.

deer brain for hide tanning, to help give 
it a softer texture when being stretched 
and worked.  

Other tree species growing on the Is-
land which have significant tradition-
al, cultural values include: Wiigwaas 
(birch) for its waterproof bark and use 
in canoe and basketry; apple for con-
sumption, sale and trade; hickory for 
lacrosse sticks; Giizhik (White Cedar) 
for ceremonial, medicinal, craft and 
canoe construction; White Spruce for 
basketry and canoe making; Shingob 
(White Pine) was used for medicinal and 
lumber purposes; Zasgobmish (willow) 
for pain medication, crafting and lodge 
construction; Maanzaat (Balsam Poplar) 
for salves; Wiigbimish (Basswood) for 
carving, to name a few.

In the past, caring for habitats and spe-
cies was a necessity for our people. We 
relied on Aki for our survival and Aki took 
care of us. We are taught that we have 
the responsibility to be caretakers of our 
natural environment. This responsibility 
is instilled in our children through our 
traditional teachings, often times shared 
in the outdoor classroom of the forest.  

Since 1998, the CGIFN has been working 
with Chris Gynan R.P.F. to develop and 

implement several forest management 
programs to conserve the forests, pro-
mote stewardship, and facilitate tradi-
tional uses. This involved establishing 
and maintaining a forest inventory, 
mapping of important areas to preserve 
ecological systems by identifying hab-
itat such as SAR habitat, wetlands or 
woodlands and culturally significant 
species and spaces, construction of 
the Nanabush Interpretative Trails Sys-
tem, identifying and preserving Black 
Ash specimens through tree injections, 
carrying out annual hazard tree moni-
toring and treatment programs, planting 
trees for climate change adaptation, 
and implementing a monitoring and 
management program for the Emerald 
Ash Borer (EAB). 

Tree harvesting is carried-out on a limited 
scale by Band members for personal use 
and professional tree services are uti-
lized when necessary. Chainsaw Safety 
Certification courses have been provided 
for staff and members in an effort to 
encourage best practices and increase 
stewardship of the forests.

One of the main goals has been to bring 
the forest and trees back into the lives 
of the people in order to promote and 

provide teaching opportunities, create 
community improvements by keeping the 
air clean and capturing of road dust and 
run off that can contaminate streams and 
lakes. Trees also create noise barriers, 
privacy, protection, maintain biodiver-
sity, habitat creation or enhancement, 
decrease the heat island effect created 
by buildings and cleared/paved land, 
improve holistic health, provide shelter 
from weather, provide climate change 
buffer and ecosystem resilience and 
energy conservation.

Future plans include:

• Establishment of a Black Ash Recovery 
Program that will involve seed saving, 
tree transplanting and grafting to cre-
ate a small tree orchard which will 
also serve as a future research area 
to determine tree resistance to the 
EAB and for the collection of Black 
Ash seed.

• Maintain and enhance native flora 
and fauna populations, maintain, and 
enhance functioning habitats, protect 
community determined significant 
species.

• Collaboration – continue to braid west-
ern science with Traditional Ecological 
Knowledge (TEK) in order to facilitate 
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Article author Heather Charles in the forest on Georgina Island. Photo Credit: Chris Gynan R.P.F.

consistent environmental and conser-
vation planning within our community, 
which will help to inform a community 
conservation plan; a vision for the fu-
ture ecological health of CGIFN that 
can be used to protect the lands and 
waters for the future generations.

To help reconcile the impacts of colo-
nialism, colonial activities, genocidal 
national policies and laws, the impacts of 
the residential school system, the CGIFN 
incorporates the Seven Grandfather 
Teachings into our work as a way to deal 
with these gaps in our medicine wheel 
by implementing projects and activities 

that ignite a connection with the Land, 
especially for the youth.

Our work is guided by multi-year strategic 
plans that are rooted in conserving and 
restoring our community’s rich, natural, 
traditional, and cultural heritage. With 
the aid of funding, and the assistance of 
colleagues throughout York Region and 
beyond, we are working towards devel-
oping models for effective partnerships 
in the conservation and recovery of en-
dangered and threatened ecosystems. 

We are also looking to strengthen col-
lective and collaborative approaches 
with other Indigenous communities 

and groups. We look to the future as 
our Elders and Ancestors had, while 
taking adaptive approaches where we 
build on successive benchmarks and 
accomplishments, learning from best 
practices, continually evolving as our 
efforts unfold and bear fruit.  

“Gaawii Gitziimnaanig gii-miingosiinaan-
ig maanda Ki Gda daawnaanaanig gda 
Binoonjiimnaanig”

“We didn’t inherit the Earth from our 
parents.  We’re borrowing it from our 
children”

- Chief Seattle, 1788-1899
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Conflicting rights can divide us, 
especially those rights that de-
termine who owns and can use 

lands and resources. But we can also try 
to reconcile any conflict. One case where 
conflict has arisen is between private 
property rights and Indigenous rights. 
John Borrows (2015), an Indigenous 
lawyer, says: “Neither private property 
nor Aboriginal title is absolute in Canadi-
an law. Both deserve the utmost respect 
and protection” (p. 93). Let’s explore the 
nature of these rights and some best 
practices for reconciling these rights.

Private property rights are often con-
sidered “sacred”, but in Canada private 
property rights are not constitutionally 
protected. The Canadian Bill of Rights 
(S.C. 1960, c. 44), still in force and ef-
fect, does grant the right to individuals 
to “life, liberty, security of the person 
and enjoyment of property, and the right 
not to be deprived thereof except by due 
process of law.”1  However, the Canadian 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms,2  part 
of the Constitution Act, 1982,3  does not 
provide for the enjoyment of property, 
although the issue of including recogni-
tion of property rights in the Charter has 
been long debated (Johansen 1991). The 
Constitution Act gives provinces the pow-
er to develop legislation “regulating land 
ownership and use” (Johansen 1991).

On the other hand, “Aboriginal and treaty 
rights” are recognized and affirmed in 
section 35 of the Constitution Act. Over 
time, Supreme Court of Canada cases 

RECONCILING RIGHTS
HOW CAN WE RECONCILE INDIGENOUS RIGHTS WITH PRIVATE PROPERTY  

RIGHTS IN FOREST MANAGEMENT?

By Dr. M.A. (Peggy) Smith, R.P.F. (Ret.), Professor Emerita, Faculty of Natural Resources Management,
Lakehead University

have clarified the nature of Aboriginal 
and treaty rights and Aboriginal title. 
Aboriginal rights and title are based on 
Indigenous peoples’ historic land use and 
occupancy. Aboriginal title is considered 
by the Supreme Court of Canada as a 
unique form of Aboriginal ownership of 
land in areas where treaties have not 
been negotiated. However, many First 
Nations who have entered into treaties 
still maintain that they hold Aboriginal 
title that they call an “inherent” right 
given to them by the Creator, with no 
need for recognition by governments. 
Other “inherent” rights include the right 
to self-determination and the continua-
tion of Indigenous customary legal and 
governance systems. Treaty rights are 
those that are spelled out in agreements 
with the Crown. With historic treaties, 
those rights are usually related to hunt-
ing, fishing, trapping, and gathering. 
Modern day treaties include some control 
over lands and governance of natural 
resources. Part of Aboriginal rights based 
on historic use is the practice of culture 
and spirituality, so signs of historic In-
digenous use may be found on what 
is now private property (Huner 2001).

Reconciliation may be impossible to 
achieve if we focus solely on rights in a 
legal context because the legal arena 
is largely adversarial. Reconciliation is 
built on relationships. Twenty-five years 
ago, Story and Lickers (1997) wrote 
about their experience in developing 
relationships in the Eastern Ontario Mod-

el Forest, largely made up of private 
landowners, through what Lickers called 
“the zeal to deal”. That “zeal” involves 
“respect, equity and empowerment” (p. 
152). Respect involves learning about 
the other party and developing friend-
ships and working relationships. Sharing 
knowledge and respecting differences 
are critical to respect. Equity means 
valuing what each party has to offer, be 
it “information, knowledge, and “sweat 
equity”. Empowerment requires trust 
that the other party will “undertake and 
complete the project on its own terms.” 
You know the “deal” is working when: 
new equity is generated; more people 
participate; partners express satisfaction 
and contentment; output is increased; 
and there is increased interest in the 
partnership.

The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) 
of Canada will shortly implement its new 
National Forest Stewardship Standard 
of Canada for Small-Scale, Low Intensity 
and Community Forests (FSC-STD-CAN-
01-2021-SIR). Principle 3 addresses 
Indigenous Rights and takes a relational 
approach. FSC certificate holders are 
required to become aware of who In-
digenous people are, how they may be 
affected by forest management activi-
ties, and how the manager intends to 
respect and protect Indigenous rights. 
The Small or Low Intensity Managed 
Forest (SLIMF) standard complements 
the existing FSC Canada National For-
est Stewardship Standard that came 
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into effect in 2020. The SLIMF standard 
recognizes that the requirements for 
addressing Indigenous rights, particu-
larly free, prior and informed consent, 
may be different for small scale forest 
managers. The approach may include: 

• a lengthier process of engagement 
to reach agreement, especially if 
rights holders have been excluded 
from the forest land for a long time;

• engagement with individual rights 
holders (i.e., customary rights) who 
claim and express an interest in ac-
cessing private property to carrying 
out their legal and customary rights 
and responsibilities (e.g., collection 
of birch bark, medicinal plants, hunt-
ing or social gathering); and 

• the development of a shared under-
standing of best practices to mutual-
ly recognize and respect each party’s 
rights to property (e.g., securing 
permission to enter private property 
through agreement.)

The FSC SLIMF standard can provide a 
guideline for developing relationships 
between small scale managers and In-
digenous peoples.

The Ontario Woodlot Association has 
developed two tools that can be strength-
ened to address Indigenous people’s 
interests in privately-owned forest lands. 
The OWA Private Land Forestry Code 
of Practice currently focuses on eco-
logical functions, but could easily be 
modified to address the impacts of small 
woodlot management on the rights of 
Indigenous people. The establishment 
of the OWA Indigenous Stewardship 
Circle Committee is also a reflection of 
Licker’s “knowledge has power only if 
it is shared”. The Committee is a good 
step forward in bringing understanding 
about the mutual relationship between 
settlers and Indigenous people in our 
forest lands.

Although private woodlot owners may 
not be legally responsible to uphold 
Indigenous rights in their forest man-
agement—a federal and provincial gov-
ernment responsibility, there is certainly 
a duty of care that embraces the con-
stitutional protection of Aboriginal and 
treaty rights. That duty of care is one of 
a Canadian citizen and neighbour upon 

whose land Indigenous people may have 
rights based on their historic land use.
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We are on Indigenous land. All 
of Turtle Island, the land now 
known as North America, is 

Indigenous territory. Do you know whose 
land you are on? Do you know the deep-
er histories of that land? As a property 
owner, whose land do you steward? As 
a woodlot manager, whose lands are 
you caring for?

Indigenous histories have been intercon-
nected with land since time immemorial. 
Though Indigenous peoples have faced 
generations of dispossession from our 
ancestral territories through colonialism 
(particularly crown and private land own-
ership, as well as resource extraction), 
these lands remain our territories. 

Across what is now known as Canada, 
Indigenous histories span at least 10,000 
years (according to archaeological esti-
mates), though our stories tell us that we 
have been here since time immemorial. 
The relationships we hold with land are 
unique to place, stemming from gener-
ations of intricate knowledges passed 
down again and again... What are the 
stories that these lands hold? 

What does “land” mean if we go beyond 
the dictionary definition? Land is not 
property, but instead a relation. Our 
relationships and responsibilities also 
extend to each other-than-human being 
on that land; trees, plants, water, soil, 
animals, fish – every being, seen and 
unseen. How does our understanding 
of land change if we know that land and 
all those beings who share the lands we 
steward are our relations? We have a 
responsibility to not only care for those 
beings, but to remain in reciprocal re-
lationships with them. 

In settler societies, we often focus on 
all that we can take and benefit from, 
rather than giving back to those beings 
from which we benefit. We must remain 
conscious of those relationships that 
we all have a responsibility to uphold. 

In recent years “reconciliation” has be-
come a buzzword in Canada following 
a resurgence of awareness of the true 
history of Canada and the continued 
impacts of colonialism on Indigenous 
peoples and territories. While many were 
first hopeful that Canada’s reconciliation 
era would improve Indigenous living con-
ditions (such as access to clean drinking 
water), and also encourage strengthened 
relationships between Indigenous and 
non-Indigenous people, the word “rec-
onciliation” is unfortunately beginning 
to lose its lustre. 

LEARN THE LAND
By Christine Luckasavitch, Unceded Algonquin Territory, (Bancroft-Haliburton Chapter)

The settlement of Indigenous territories 
led to a tumultuous shared history. In 
unceded Algonquin Anishinaabeg terri-
tory, our shared history began with early 
explorers who marveled at the seemingly 
unending bounty of furs and timber, 
leading to resource extraction indus-
tries that continue today. The earliest 
settlers cleared fields for farmland and 
worked in timber operations in hopes 
of securing a good life for their families 
and future generations. The extent of 
settlement and exploitation of land for 
profit continues to impact Algonquin 
people. Our first petitions to the Crown 
for protection of our territory and life-
ways began over 250 years ago with 
many of those petitions and letters still 
unanswered. Settlement and resource 
industry was soon accompanied by co-
lonial policies such as The Indian Act 
that continue to regulate much of our 

Winter - Madaoueskariniaki (Madaoueskarini Algonquin Territory).  
Photo by C. Luckasavitch
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lives as Indigenous peoples, including 
our identity and belonging. Ultimately, 
colonial laws and settlement led to ex-
tensive land dispossession and cultural 
genocide which we are still experiencing 
and resisting today. 

What might it take to work toward recon-
ciliation on a broad scale? To reconcile 
centuries of harmful relations resulting 
from a colonial state is not easy work 
and will take time. Everyone has a role to 
play in reconciling our difficult pasts to 
create strong relationships that will carry 
us into the future. It is important to note 
that the responsibility of reconciliation 
does not fall to Indigenous peoples, but 
instead to non-Indigenous peoples to 
learn how to change and uncenter their 
colonial understandings of the land we 
share. It is your responsibility to know 
and understand the depths of connection 
with the land you are on, as well as the 
ways that Indigenous connections to land 
have been disrupted by colonization. 
Ultimately, as a landowner, you have a 
responsibility to care for the land and to 
honour the connections that have been 
in place since time immemorial. 

You have a responsibility to learn the 
real histories of Indigenous peoples and 
our understandings of land, particularly 
in the regions where you live, work, and 
recreate. Learn the true histories directly 
from Indigenous peoples who have those 
lived experiences rather than from the 
ideas of history we have been taught 
by colonial narratives. Take appropriate 
action to change our society from one 
that prioritizes and benefits non-Indig-
enous over Indigenous peoples. This 
work will not be easy or comfortable 
and requires a lifetime commitment. It 
is your responsibility to learn and to act.

Most importantly, if you are able, con-
sider engaging in Land Back. In all ways 
possible, ensure that Indigenous peoples 
are able to access the lands that we have 

been displaced from through providing 
access or giving land back to its origi-
nal stewards. We share in our care and 
love of the land, and we both deserve 
to hold that relationship with land. We 
both deserve to know it well.

Keep in mind that relationships must be 
built on true engagement and partner-

Madaoueskasibi - Madawaska River. Photo by C. Luckasavitch.

A snowshoe trail through the forest. Photo by C. Luckasavitch

ships rooted in reciprocal respect. Listen 
to our voices when we share space with 
you. Engage meaningfully; tokenism will 
not be tolerated.

Our world is changing; there are respon-
sibilities to uphold to ensure that all 
of our next generations can lead safe, 
happy, and healthy lives.
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“I te timatanga mai ko te kore – In the 
beginning there was nothing”

Since their arrival from Polynesia, Māori, 
the Indigenous people of New Zealand, 
have maintained a reciprocal relationship 
with the forest. In the Māori creation 
story Tāne-mahuta (god of the forest) 
granted light to the world by separat-
ing his parents Rangi-nui (Sky Father) 
and Papatūānuku (Earth Mother) which 
ended the great darkness. Tāne then 
adorned his mother with forests to clothe 
her nakedness, bringing the world into 
being through his actions, and created 
and breathed life in to the first woman, 
Hineahuone. Tāne’s action of breathing 
life through the pressing of noses is a 
tikanga (protocol or correct procedure) 
that is still practiced today and is the 
formal greeting used between Māori. 
The Māori word tikanga, is derived 
from the word tika meaning to be ‘up-
right’, ‘erect’, and ‘correct’, reflecting 
the upright stance of the tree. These 
protocols are pivotal to understanding 
the importance of the Māori world, and 
demonstrate the relationship between 
Māori and the forests of New Zealand. 

“Ko te whenua ko au, ko au ko te whenua 
– I am the land and the land is me”

Māori draw their identity from their 
heritage and traditions that have been 
passed down through generations. The 
whakataukī (proverb) above illustrates 
the intrinsic link in the Māori world be-
tween the land and the people. As the 
proverb above states, iwi/hapū (tribes/ 
sub-tribes) identify with the land as a 

living breathing entity and this belief 
has gained acknowledgement and legit-
imacy through the recognition of legal 
personhood for the Te Urewera (a for-
mer national park on the east coast of 
the North Island) and the Whanganui 
River (a major river in the North Island 
that is part of the New Zealand Great 
Walk system). Te Urewera was the first 
natural feature acknowledged to be a 
living person under New Zealand law 
and as such, she (Te Urewera) exists 
for her own sake and owns herself. This 
acknowledgement has safe guarded one 
of the largest areas of native forests that 
remain in the North Island and provides 
sanctuary to numerous species of native 
birds including threatened species. The 
Māori descendants from this area, the 
Tūhoe people, represent Te Urewera’s 
authority, promoting the importance of 
sustainability and environmental prac-
tices to ensure her health and wellbeing. 

“Toitū te marae o Tāne, toitū te marae 
o Tangaroa, toitū te iwi – When land 
and water are sustained the people will 
prosper”

When Māori first arrived from Polynesia, 
they were voyagers that navigated using 
wayfinding to explore the Pacific Ocean. 
Arriving in New Zealand brought with it 
the new challenge of understanding the 
forest and its undergrowth to survive. 
Knowledge of the land within Te Wa-
onui-A-Tāne (the great forest of Tāne) 
was highly sought after and fought for 
between iwi/hapū. Food-gathering lands 
rich in birds, aquatic life, resources, and 

soils suitable for cultivation were known 
as mahinga kai and were highly prized 
by Māori. Though some have been lost 
through the urbanisation of Māori, and 
land use changes due to an increasing 
population, mahinga kai are still evident 
today and continue to provide resources 
for the people. 

Many iwi/hapū such as Ngāi Tahu and 
Ngāti Tūwharetoa have operational for-
ests that are harvested in a sustainable 
manner, adhering to the protocol of kai-
tiakitanga (guardianship/ stewardship). 
Within these operational forests, recre-
ational access is still approved for the 
people with many collecting wood to 
heat their homes, hunting game to feed 
their families, and enjoying physical 
activities such as hiking to explore the 
forest and see its beauty. Rongoā Māori 
(Māori medicine) is still practised around 
New Zealand with natural herbal reme-
dies passed down through generations 
of expert healers that utilise flora and 
fauna from the forest. 

“Te toto o te tangata, he kai; te oranga 
o te tangata, he whenua – While food 
sustains our bodies; our wellbeing is 
drawn from the land”

The economic benefits that the forests 
provide Māori are seen in both the finan-
cial returns received from selling com-
modities and the numerous employment 
avenues that the forest provides. Over 
35% of all forestry workers in New Zea-
land are Māori and some 48% of the com-
mercially planted forests in New Zealand 
are on Māori owned land. Consequently, 

FOR US AND OUR CHILDREN
MŌ TĀTOU, Ā, MO KĀ URI A MURI AKE NEI – FOR US AND OUR CHILDREN AFTER US

By Matiu Wikaira, Technical Forester, Ngāi Tahu Forestry Limited, New Zealand 
www.ngaitahufarming.co.nz/forestry 

http://www.ngaitahufarming.co.nz/forestry 
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a large percentage of Māori employees 
will have a genealogical connection to 
the forest they are working in and will 
have interacted with the forest in either 
a spiritual, recreational, or cultural way. 
The revenue received from the sale of 
commodities is both reinvested into the 
forests and allocated through iwi/hapū 
charitable organizations to benefit the 
people. These are expressed in the form 
of education grants, medical grants, and 
funds that are allotted to Māori. To this 
end, Māori will traditionally reflect on 
the cultural significance of the forest 
and the impact any proposed chang-
es may have on the wider community, 
before committing to an outcome that 
could increase their economic return. 
This is also due in part to the fact that 
for many Māori their forest land will be 
held in perpetuity, as land was owned 
communally amongst the people. Though 
land sales, confiscation, and native land 
court practices have reduced freehold 
land owned by Māori to some 5% of the 
total land in New Zealand, Māori still 
recognise the importance of forest land 
management decisions. These decisions 
have consequences that can both im-
mediately impact and leave a lasting 
impression for future generations. 

“Whatungarongaro te tangata, toitū 
te whenua – As man disappears from 
sight, the land remains.”

Like Tāne bringing light into the world, 
the future for Māori and their relation-
ships with the forests of New Zealand 
shines brightly. Māori language and folk-
lores have seen a resurgence among 
the people with a wider audience being 
introduced to tikanga across the country. 
Environmental protection and acknowl-
edgement of Māori connections to both 
forestry, and forest land are recognised 
for their cultural, spiritual, and com-
mercial values. Mahinga kai with their 
habitats and eco-systems continue to be 

Many iwi/hapū such as Ngāi Tahu and Ngāti Tūwharetoa have operational forests that 
are harvested in a sustainable manner.

Youth Tree Planting.

nurtured by Māori and maintained for their educational, economic, and resource 
gathering values. These relationships continue to represent the aspirations for 
an enhanced iwi/hapū relationship with the forests of New Zealand and provide a 
herenga waka (the mooring post for the canoe) for Māori to go explore the world 
knowing that their forest will also be there on their return. 
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This map was created with information from Native Land Digital 
(https://native-land.ca/), an Indigenous non-profit that prioritizes 
Indigenous knowledge and continued presence by offering a global 
digital space for Indigenous representation on Indigenous terms.

This map does not represent or intend to represent official or le-
gal boundaries of any Indigenous nations. To learn about definitive 
boundaries, contact the nations in question.

Also, this map is not perfect - it is a work in progress with many 
contributions from the community. Please send us fixes if you find 
errors.

For more information: info@native-land.ca

Map Created: 28/02/0222 DCH
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Today I am 62 years old; I was a 
police officer, retired from the On-
tario Provincial Police (OPP) after 

33 years of service to my community. I 
grew up on Nipissing First Nation with 13 
siblings in our family; all of whom were 
children of parents that were survivors 
of the residential school system. So, 
my experience of the trauma that was 
caused in our community was first-hand. 
Looking back now, I remember deciding 
early on in life that what I had to do to 
succeed was simply the opposite of that 
which was my childhood experience. 

The question I was asked is why I do 
what I do? – cultural mindfulness.  

Through my travels I have worked with 
many youth throughout our First Na-
tion communities, all from the next 
generations after myself. Respectfully, 
representing no more than one or two 
generations from the stone that was 
casted into our communities decades 
ago. Today the effects of that stone are 
expressed in some of the most toxic 
and traumatic ways, portrayed in high 
substance abuse, domestic violence and 
the highest suicide rates right across 
the globe. 

We were made vulnerable in so many 
areas of life through a systemic effort 
of oppression and assimilation that took 
it as far as killing Indigenous children. 
Today we are just beginning to under-
stand the vastness of this effort and the 
lengths they went to do this…

Indigenous people are last in line when 
no one wants to be last and first in line 
when no one wants to be first.

When I meet with Indigenous youth I 
always ask, “how many want to grow up 
to be an alcoholic?” “how many want to 
be drug addicted?” “how many want to 
commit suicide?” and no one ever puts 
their hand up. I then ask, “how many 

know someone who is drug addicted or 
alcoholic in their family or community?” 
and “how many know someone who has 
taken their own life?” and everyone puts 
their hand up.

We have the highest rates of suicide in 
the world, the highest birth rates, fetal 
alcohol spectrum disorder, the highest 
rates of tuberculosis and the list goes on.  
We are at the bottom of every socio-eco-
nomic statistic. I tell our youth – do not 
become a stat!

We are always on the news whether 
we are dying, dead or complaining. 
We became “The Indian Problem” for 
Canada.  Some Canadians say we have 
paid enough for Indigenous people, their 
schooling, health care and welfare.

My father Ephraim was a residential 
school survivor, and so was my mother. 
When my father returned from school, he 
was a defeated man. He was dependent 
on the government. He taught us to be 
afraid of the government, the schools 
and church. In my own life I had so many 
anxieties as a kid. Insecurity followed 
me everywhere. I felt I was a coward. 

My dad prepared us for the real world 
of violence and racism; it was cultural 
parenting I guess; be careful what you 
do in town and stay together.  I would 
make sure I did not travel alone and was 
proactive towards violence. His violence 
was felt by all and my mom too.  His role 
in the family created an environment of 
constant tension and anxiety. 

Society reminds us that we were drunks, 
lazy and uneducated, and it was in ev-
ery movie. The more racism I heard as 
a kid, the more I hated myself. I even 
contemplated suicide. 

So, my efforts today are about restoring 
that balance, that norm of reciprocity 
and bringing awareness to all walks of 

CULTURAL MINDFULNESS
By George Couchie, Nipissing First Nation, OPP (retired), Near North Chapter

life as to why first nations people are 
struggling, but also, I enjoy helping the 
generations who walk the path behind 
me find their confidence, their spirit and 
their power as a First Nations man or 
woman, and to empower my own people 
to be proud of who they are. 

Now to finish on the question I was asked 
again. Why do I do what I do, that being 
cultural mindfulness and native aware-
ness training? 

My best answer is that my calling found 
me, innocently enough because perhaps 
I was searching for my own path and 
in that of itself, I found my strength as 
an Indigenous man, and at one time 
an Indigenous police officer. I was in a 
position in life with the opportunity to 
bring about change in real service to my 
community. I was seeing the negative 
ripple effects in my own community and 
began to understand how far it stretched 
across the nation. These effects were 
also very close to home with my own 
family.  

Editor’s Note: George Couchie’s award 
winning Cultural Mindfulness and Indig-
enous Awareness Program will be part of 
the OWA’s 2022 Annual General Meeting 
and Conference in late April. 

For more information about Mr. Couch-
ie’s Program: https://www.culturalmind-
fulness.ca/ 

George Couchie.

https://www.culturalmindfulness.ca/
https://www.culturalmindfulness.ca/
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Operating in the boreal forest of Northeastern Ontario, 
Wahkohtowin is a development corporation that is 
100% owned by three First Nations (FN); Brunswick 

House FN, Chapleau Cree FN and Missanabie Cree FN. The 
Northeast Superior Regional Chiefs Forum came together 
from 2008 to 2015, to create a more coordinated approach 
to integrated community and economic development across 
the region. They decided to form Wahkohtowin Development 
Partner Inc., in 2016, to help take up opportunities related 
to forest tenure reform and achieve the community’s pri-
orities for sustainable management. In the Cree language, 
‘Wahkohtowin’ stands for connectedness, and recognizes 
the complexity and interconnectedness of land, air, water, 
animals, and spirit. Its literal meaning is “kinship”.

The Guardians program is a Wahkohotowin initiative that was 
inspired by the Elders’ vision statements, and is all about 
youth empowerment, cultural revitalization and providing 
opportunities for youth to connect with the land, their Elders 
and therefore their culture as well. The artist who designed 
the logo beautifully incorporated a turtle’s back and a birch 
tree. The turtle represents being true to yourself, to others 
and being truthful in everything you do. It also reminds us 
of where we are on Turtle Island and the many teachings 
provided by the turtle, including the 13-moon teachings, 
which are largely used to help guide seasonal Guardian work. 
The birch tree happens to be a very prominent species in 
the boreal forest, with a rich history of traditional uses within 
Indigenous cultures. The Guardians program has explored 
a variety of non-timber forest product related activities, 
while incorporating traditional ecological knowledge and 
land-based learning wherever possible. 

During the month of May, the Guardians spend three weeks 
operating a mobile sugar shack at a nearby birch stand. It 
is located just inside the Chapleau Crown Game Preserve, 
where approximately 150 birch trees are tapped every year. 
Guardians are active participants in the entire process from 
tapping the birch tree to bottling and marketing the finished 
product. We enjoy hosting sugar shack tours and invite 
communities and Elders to come out and engage in knowl-

MEET THE ARTISAN
THE STORY OF THE NORTHEAST SUPERIOR GUARDIANS PROGRAM

By Amberly Quakegesic, Guardian Program Manager and Isabelle Allen, R.P.F., Project Forester 

edge transfer with us. Youth can help gather buckets and 
taste a fresh glass of birch water right from the tree itself. It 
is best when there is a cook in progress so that guests can 
smell the sweet aroma while learning exactly how all the 
equipment operates. We respect and preserve the integrity 
of the tree by checking our buckets daily and the trees let 
us know when it is time to pull the taps. Guardians develop 
relationships with these trees during this project where 
feelings of accountability to the forest and connection to 
land are inevitable. 

June is prime time for harvesting materials to build a tra-
ditional birch bark canoe. Master Canoe builder Chuck 
Commanda shared these teachings with us, as well as how 
much easier it is to harvest these materials in the spring 
when they are moist, as opposed to dried up materials closer 
to the end of summer. We learned a lot about the birch tree 
and what kind of qualities the bark must have to effectively 
be used for a canoe build. We really see the importance of 
intact landscapes and old growth forests while harvesting 
for quality materials. With help from ground-truthing and 
use of forest resource inventory data, we spend many days 
on the land trying to locate these rare trees. Although we 
are always trying to harvest larger canoe-quality materials, 
Chuck also taught us how to recycle any smaller leftover 
materials for creating birch bark baskets. The baskets were 
traditionally used for food storage because the ‘wiigwaas’, 
which is the Ojibwe term for birch bark, is known to have 
anti-fungal properties. 

During the months of July and August, our seasonal Guard-
ians begin full-time employment and engage with a variety 
of training opportunities, field activities, and land-based 
programming. We engage with industry to learn about her-
bicide alternative programs and spend two weeks conduct-
ing vegetation index surveys to help reduce the amount of 
glyphosate being sprayed onto the land each year. We also 
work with each of the First Nations Lands and Resources 
Departments and industry partners to help expose youth to a 
variety of career opportunities with workplace professionals 
and role models who can help guide and inspire them. We 
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engage in medicine walks with Elders, 
walking in the forest with trappers and 
aim to empower Guardians to bring this 
knowledge back to their communities, 
in order to bring their communities back 
to the land. 

It is so important to revitalize these 
cultural practices and to ensure these 
teachings live on with our future gen-
erations. These teachings are intrinsic 
to who we are as First Nations peoples 
and truly help foster connection to land. 
Participating in traditional craft activities 

with birch bark helps to rekindle the 
culture in the community, as we create 
practical art the way our ancestors would 
have generations ago. Understanding 
natural law, reciprocity and how every-
thing is connected is the first step in 
learning how to sustainably manage the 

land. It is our hope that the Guardians 
Programs will inspire our youth to take up 
the torch to be stewards of the land, and 
meaningfully participate in the natural 
resource sector, so they can ensure the 
benefits of the forest will still be there to 
enjoy generations into the future.

Birch syrup produced by Wahkohowin.

Building a traditional birch bark canoe.

Beautiful birch bark baskets.

Launch day for a beautiful birch bark canoe!

“THE PROGRAM IS ALL ABOUT 
PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR 

YOUTH TO CONNECT WITH THE LAND”
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I am Anishinaabe from M’Chigeeng 
First Nation, but I live on the 
Southern Shores of Georgian Bay 

in a small town called Waubaushene. 
Every Sunday since I can remember 
my family would go out into the bush 
and harvest medicinal plants. I found 
that in doing this, they were not the 
only medicines we would find. Just 
being out in the middle of nowhere 
on the land, was more medicine 
than what I thought as a kid, but I 
realize it more now as I am getting 
older. It has had a positive influence 
on my career path. In April of 2020 I 
graduated from the forestry program 
at Sir Sandford Fleming College, 
and this past summer I worked at 
Georgian Bay Islands National Park 
on the Resource Conservation team. 
I have always had a keen interest 
in knowing more about my culture 

TRADITIONAL INDIGENOUS 
MEDICINES 

By Hunter Corbiere, M’Chigeeng First Nation, Huronia Chapter

BLACK BEAR
Much like our plants, our animals also hold a strong spirit. Our animals hold our 
Clan systems and show us different teachings. The clan system works as a form 
of governance, or a way of defining responsibilities and leadership. The Black 
Bear or Makwa is a part of the seven-clan system. It is said that those who are 
Bear Clan are/were known as the healers and those who defend their people. 

Much how Anishinaabe people learned, we learn from watching and following our 
animals. Black Bears are the bringer of medicine and healing. When we think of a 
Black Bear’s diet, it mainly consists of berries, roots, twigs, etc.; all of which are 
medicinal plants. In fact, a few of our strong medicinal plants are named after the 
Bear, such as Bear Berry, and Bear Root. To this day our Anishinaabe people like 
to use bear grease/fat for our salve, believing all those medicines that are stored 
in the fat will be strong medicines for those who need it…Black Bear tracks.

and our traditional ways. I find that 
learning and teaching others about 
medicinal plants helps me connect 
to my culture more. I am also an 
artist. I started a social media page 
to highlight all of my bead work, 
moccasins, moose hide mitts, and 
my journey through making my own 
ash basket and tanning hides. My 
page is called Noopimiing Creations; 
in Ojibway this translates to “in the 
bush” or “in the forest”. I decided to 
call it that because the land and the 
bush really inspires me and the work 
I do. All of my resources and work 
come from the land, or the bush.

As an Anishinaabekwe, in our culture 
we believe all things around us have 
a spirit, all things in the natural 
environment were given a spirit by our 
creator. Plant life was given to us to 

heal our sickness. It is also told that 
we received this medicinal knowledge 
from our dreams. All trees, plants, 
and shrubs have a medicinal value; 
from the leaf, roots, berries, and bark. 
One thing we all have to remember 
when we are out harvesting medicinal 
plants, is to make sure we lay down 
our tobacco. Tobacco is a part of our 
four sacred medicinal plants, and 
when we are harvesting our plants, 
that plant is giving up its life to heal 
us or others. Offering and saying 
thanks to the creator and the plant 
is crucial, or that plant that you 
harvested will not have the medicinal 
value anymore. I am going to touch 
on some of my favourite medicinal 
plants, medicinal plant protectors, 
and some of my favourite non-
medicinal plants. 
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BLACK ASH
Although Black Ash does not have much medicinal value, it still has a great importance to all Indigenous peoples. Black 
Ash or Wiiskaak was used and is still being used to this day for baskets, snowshoes, canoe paddles, cordage/rope, and 
lacrosse sticks. Black Ash is more commonly used for baskets; each basket that is created has a different purpose or utility. 
When harvesting this tree there is a lot to consider for it to be suitable for basket weaving; the size of the tree (>12in dbh), 
environmental factors, such as drought, soil pH, knots in the wood, disease/stress, lean of the tree and the surrounding co-
species including invasive. All of these factors are making it more difficult to find good trees to use for our traditional ways 
of life, especially due to the invasive Emerald Ash Borer (EAB). During recent years we have all seen the impact this pest is 
having on our Ash species, and how quickly it is killing these trees. When an Ash tree is found with EAB, it can often be too 
late to stop it from spreading. The larvae of EAB eat the cambium, which cuts off the trees supply of water and nutrients, 
which then results in it making the tree’s annual rings too brittle and hard to work with…

Preparing the strips for weaving takes hours of hard work; from pounding the annual rings, processing the strips, and then 
storing them for use. Once they are stored properly it is easy to resoak the coiled-up strips and start weaving. Once you have 
started the weaving process, it is import that the strips stay soaked, so it remains durable and bendable. Some will even dye 
certain pieces depending on the utility of the basket.

RASPBERRY
Raspberries or Miskomin leaf teas are well known to be a women’s medicine. 
This plant has a long history in Anishinaabe culture for women who are pregnant 
in helping with strengthening tissues, prevent hemorrhaging, treating morning 
sickness, and as a uterine relaxant. It is also used for easing mouth problems such 
as ulcers or inflammation of the gums. The berries are usually harvested in July, 
sometimes referring it to the miskomini-giizis or red raspberry moon. 

In western medicine doctors recommend raspberry tea as a uterine relaxant. There 
has also been research and some studies on raspberry leaves that show they tend 
to help reduce high blood sugar and may be some help to those who are diabetic. Harvesting raspberries.

Cordage/rope made from Black Ash.Annual rings being pounded out into strips from a Black Ash.
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1 In a large pot, put in your cedar leaves (the more 
leaves, the stronger the tea will be) and then fill 
up about ¾ of the way with water. Add in your 
blueberries or berries of choice.

2 Bring to a boil and add in your spoonful of maple 
syrup (again go with your judgement of sweet-
ness, I usually add 2-3 spoonsful of my favourite 
local syrup).

3 Boil for 45 minutes, or until it has a nice golden, 
tan colour

4 Enjoy!

INGREDIENTS:

7 - 9 medium cedar leaves (do not forget 
to lay down your tobacco/offering)

5 - 7 cups of water (depending on how 
strong you want it)

handful of blueberries or berries of choice

spoonful of maple syrup 

CEDAR BLUEBERRY TEA 

Fresh hot cup of Cedar tea!

CEDAR
Cedar or Giizhik, is one of our sacred medicines. When cedar is thrown into a 
sacred fire with tobacco, the crackling sound gets the attention of the Creator, 
and helps carry the offering or prayer you are making. Cedar is also used to 
purify; smudging with cedar cleanses the air creating a scared place. This is also 
why we often use it in ceremonies, creating a sacred place, drawing out that 
negative energy. The scent of cedar relaxes the body, balancing our bodies from 
anger and aggression. 

Cedar carries a lot of respiratory medicinal values as well. Since it is very high 
in vitamins, in particular Vitamin C, it helps improve the respiratory organs, and 
fights the diseases that attack them such as pneumonia and bronchitis. It also is 
an anti-inflammatory medicine, and can be used in baths, and made into salves. 
Cedar is still used today in western medicines, including one of the top cold and 
flu brands, Vicks VapoRub.Cedar being prepared for tea.
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1 Mix the first three ingredients in a bowl. 6 Do not knead too much.

2 Make a well in the middle of the flour. 7 Flatten whole and pierce with a fork or break up into smaller individual balls 
of dough and flatten and pierce with a fork (as pictured).

3 Add oil and water. 8 Place in a greased cast-iron frying pan and cook on the stove top for 15 
minutes each side until golden brown or bake at 450 degree Fahrenheit 
for 20 – 30 minutes.

4 Start slowly mixing from the middle.

5 Knead about ten times or so.

INGREDIENTS:

3 cups flour

A few shakes of salt

1.5 tsp baking soda 
 (or 2 tbsp baking powder)

3 tablespoons oil

1 cup water

Hello! My name is Scott Gauer. I am cur-
rently the Vice President of the Student 
Council at Sir Sanford Fleming College and 
a student of the Environmental Technician 
and Forestry Technician programs at Flem-
ing. I am also a proud citizen of the Métis 
Nation. As part of a deeper exploration of 
my heritage, I joined the Métis Infinite Reach 
Program to learn about Métis culture and 
to share it with others. 

It is a pleasure for me to provide a recipe 
for Bannock, a simple but staple food that 

DON’T PANIC, EAT BANNOCK!
By Scott Gauer, Kawartha Chapter

the Métis have claimed as a cultural food. 
It should be mentioned that there is some 
controversy over the history of Bannock. 
The Bannock recipe that includes wheat 
flour and leavening agents was brought over 
during European settlement, and therefore 
to some represents aspects of colonialism 
and cultural oppression. However, as a 
culture that is a mix of Cree and European 
ethnicity, this food represents the mixed 
culture of our peoples. Further, it is believed 
that prior to European contact, a similar 

food was prepared by Indigenous peoples 
using the rhizomes (underground parts) of 
plants such as ferns. 

In addition to the simple wheat flour rec-
ipe found here, Bannock can be tailored 
to include the flour of your choice, and 
additional ingredients such as berries (as 
would be included traditionally when wild 
berries were available). Enjoy!

This recipe is from The Métis Cookbook 
And Guide to Healthy Living (2nd Edition)*

Delicious Bannock ready to eat.

* Citation: Métis Centre, National Ab-
original Health Organization (2008). 
Métis Cookbook and Guide to Healthy 
Living, Second Edition. Ottawa: Na-
tional Aboriginal Health Organization.
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P ierre Laprise was born in Que-
bec, Canada, and grew up with 
a deep connection to the land. 

Pierre recalls “I would spend my days 
hunting, fishing, trying to get lost in 
the forest so I could find my way back 
again.” For the last 30 years, Pierre has 
lived in Ontario with his wife Sylvia, his 
son Nick, and his daughter Alexandra. 
Pierre has worked for the Bank of Can-
ada for almost 35 years. In 2016, his 
dream to manage land came true when 
he was able to purchase 100 acres from 
a lifelong friend, Richard Lalande. The 
land is part of the traditional Algonquin 
unceded land, given to the Algonquins 
of Ontario by Royal Proclamation in 
1763, and again ratified by the Treaty 
of Fort Niagara in 1764. The property 
still contains a number of historical 
artifacts from the early 1900s, when 
settlers and Algonquin peoples would 
travel along the Ottawa River by canoe 
and seek shelter along its shores.

On July 23, 2019, Pierre, Richard, 
and other Algonquin founding fami-
lies, formed an Indigenous community 
named Tay River Algonquian Communi-

ty located on their combined 375-acres 
of land in Tay Valley Township in Lanark 
County, Ontario, Canada. On August 
8, 2019, they officially held their first 
Council of Elders meeting, an extension 
of their long-established Eco-Lodge 
Game Farm Club Association, which 
started in 1973, with most of the same 
founding families.

Today, after 40 years of arduous ge-
nealogy study, and interviews with 
parents and grandparents to uncover 
their ancestral lines, the Tay Valley 
Algonquian Community has grown to 
include ten full family lines, twenty-four 
full-blooded Indigenous ancestors, and 
over seventy Indigenous descendants 
who are proud of their cultural heritage. 
In the role of Hunt Master and Vice-
Chief, Pierre is named Hunter’s Eye.

The Tay Valley Algonquian Commu-
nity is a non-status, assimilated, and 
independent community. This means 
that they are not part of a reservation 
status nation, they share a blend of 
cultural traditions from ancestors that 
chose to live with settlers, and they 
aim to be financially and culturally 
independent. Their mission follows the 
Gitchie Manitou (Great Spirit) teaching 
that “we are one with the land and we 
must leave the land we know to be a 
better place than we found it; learn 
to be more knowledgeable stewards 
of the land we know; and be ready to 
teach, promote, respect, and enjoy 
our Indigenous heritage.”  

The Laprise woodlot is dominated by 
forests and contains two significant 
open water wetlands. Good forest man-
agement is a major component to how 
Pierre manages the land. Says Pierre, 
“everything surrounding us effects 
us, and everything we do effects ev-
eryone else, and so it is important to 

take care of the land properly, and to 
do so requires a lot of effort.”

Pierre has a managed forest plan 
that was written with Wade Knight, 
former OWA Executive Director and 
Managed Forest Plan Approver. The 
Laprise woodlot and its products are 
also FSC Certified, which provides a 
framework to support the community’s 
mission, and guiding principles. They 
also follow the seven teachings of the 
Algonquin communities: Principles of 
love, respect, courage, honesty, wis-
dom, humility, and truth. Pierre also 
works with many local organizations 
including Ducks Unlimited, who have 
constructed two water control struc-
tures to manage the water level. To 
be able to help assist in managing the 
water levels, Pierre and his son have 
also taken lessons in order to properly 
trap and relocate beavers.

Key celebrations that take place each 
year include a celebration of hunting 
season, one to two elders’ meetings, 
and a spring sugaring season. 

Please visit www.tayriver.ca to learn 
more about the Tay River Algonqui-
an Community, their new 1500 sq. 
ft. cultural centre, and new teach-
ing programs including: search dog 
training, wildlife management, horse 
endurance competitions, and edible 
natural wildlife.

MEMBER PROFILE
PIERRE LAPRISE

Lower Ottawa Valley Chapter

Pierre and Sylvia snowshoeing the trails.

The elders thanking the spirits for the hunt-
ing season. From left, Pierre, David Brunelle 
of Rain Forest Alliance (conducted an Audit 
on Pierre’s managed forest for FSC certifi-
cation) and Richard (Dick) Lalande.
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There is a secluded spot deep in 
the Lanark Highlands that attracts 
hikers, birders, and nature lovers 

of all ages. This past couple of years it 
has become a solace for those seeking 
peace in a woodland with unparalleled 
lookout points. Now part of the Missis-
sippi Madawaska Land Trust (MMLT), 
High Lonesome Nature Reserve is a 
treasure for the public to share. 

This 20-hectare property in the Munic-
ipality of Mississippi Mills, is about 50 
kilometres from the nation’s capital, 
adjacent to the village of Pakenham, 
ON. The McWatty family homesteaded, 
farmed and logged the land from the 
late 1800s until they sold the property 
to the Spicer family in 1997. When Sam 
Spicer died in 2010, his family donated 
the entire acreage to the MMLT to remain 
as a nature preserve, just as they had en-
joyed it. The area is diverse, comprising 
85% mature woodlands, conifers, and 
broadleaf trees of many species, with 
an active beaver pond, wetlands, and 
meadowlands. Assisted by the Rideau 
Valley Conservation Authority, there 
has been a concerted effort to renew 
the forest with mixed planting includ-
ing butternuts, tamaracks, and other 
species. In addition, the meadow has 
been developed to provide habitat for 
butterflies and birds. With eight kilo-
metres of marked trails, this area is a 
photographer’s paradise of flora and 
fauna. Many points of interest provide 
moments of reflection, and the oppor-
tunity to see nature at its best. 

Owners of small woodlots recognize that 
they are custodians of the land while 

HIGH LONESOME 
HIGH LONESOME – LONELY OR SPECTACULAR?

By Glenda Jones, Lower Ottawa Valley Chapter 

The wetlands at High Lonesome.
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they own it, but that it actually belongs 
to a much larger ecosystem that relies 
on conscientious conservation to ensure 
its continuance. The land matters, and 
to this end, landowners are encouraged 
to look into the benefits of donating their 
properties to Land Trusts that will con-
serve them. These properties remain 
as places for research, recreation, and 
education, all important to silvicultural 
studies. 

The MMLT takes in a large area in eastern 
Ontario including nine donated proper-
ties totalling over 1133 hectares (2800 
acres). According to Carolyn Piche, Ad-
ministrator of the MMLT, volunteers are 
the heartbeat of maintaining these na-
ture preserves. Everything from planting 
trees, trail clearing, program organizing 
and of course fund raising is done by a 
faithful core of volunteers who cherish 
the time they spend safeguarding the 
lands generously donated to the Trust. 

 As might be expected, constant main-
tenance is necessary, and due to the 
popularity High Lonesome has garnered 
in the past couple of years, the site needs 
some improvements. The Land Trust 
has a wish list that includes a better 
parking lot, fencing and signage, as well 
as other amenities that require major 
funding, not always easy to access. To 
that end, two energetic women have 
organized Birdhouse Bonanza, an on-
line auction to raise awareness of land 
trusts in general, and High Lonesome in 
particular. Barbara Carroll and Glenda 
Jones of Almonte, ON were overwhelmed 
with a successful auction in 2021, and 
after the loss of friend and supporter, 
Mike Macpherson, they have taken up 
the challenge to honour his memory 
with a reprise of the auction to raise the 
$7500 needed to improve fencing and 
parking as well as provide trail maps 
and signage, all designed to maintain 
the integrity of this property. Mike was 
an enthusiastic volunteer in developing 
these projects, and enjoyed walking the 

trails and seeing the fruits of his labour. 
The MMLT installed a memorial bench 
in his name in one of his favourite spots. 

The birdhouse auction seemed like a 
natural fit with the MMLT, and the orga-
nizers are pleased to be partnering with 
them for this unique fundraiser. Last 
year, more than 50 builders of all ages 
got involved creating beautiful houses 
from a myriad of materials. There was 
a quilted birdhouse, a knitted house, a 
little caboose, a lighthouse, a Japanese 
Zen house, and even a tiny outhouse! 
As interest ramped up, entries came in 

from far and wide, and as soon as the 
auction opened, the organizers knew 
they had hit on a winner. Already this 
year, they have had an offer of a large 
martin house, and are eager to see what 
other structures will come their way. 

Donating a birdhouse could not be easier. 
Houses will be accepted up to April 14th, 
with the auction taking place online from 
April 18th to 29th. There is no entry fee, 
and a tax receipt will be issued after the 
auction. Every house will be displayed 
on the auction website along with the 
builder’s name. There will be several 

Gary Beaucaire of Almonte with four of his unique creations for the 2021 auction.

“WOODLANDS, WOODLOTS, CHERISHED 
PROPERTIES NEED TO BE CONSERVED TO 

MITIGATE CLIMATE CHANGE.”
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Mike Macpherson’s Memorial Bench at a favourite spot overlooking the pond.

categories including one for children, 
with prizes for the houses garnering the 
highest bids. Houses can be ornamental 
or functional, and many turn out to be 
both! Imagination can run to the exotic, 
the fanciful, the colourful, the humor-
ous, all in the name of raising funds to 
support this favourite nature reserve. 
Further, you will be able to mark off one 
of the Bingo squares in the December 
issue of The Woodlander! 

Woodlands, woodlots, cherished prop-
erties need to be conserved to mitigate 
climate change as well as honour the 
history of rural land development. It is 
obvious from the woodlot tour videos 
the Association is conducting that gen-
erations of landowners  have invested 
heavily in improving their land. Support-
ing the Mississippi Madawaska Land 
Trust is an integral part of securing the 
future of rural properties. By donating 
a birdhouse to the auction, or bidding 
on the entries in late April, you will be 
protecting High Lonesome as a refuge 
for wildlife and nature lovers alike. 

All the information you need is on the 
MMLT website (www.MMLT.ca) website 
or contact Glenda Jones at aljones@xp-
lornet.com.  Auction registration: (https://
www.32auctions.com/birdhousebonan-
za2022). Bidding opens April 18th.

In the 102nd (March 2021) issue of The Ontario Woodlander on page 40, we 
recognized John Ferrier for his contributions to safety through the chainsaw 
courses he taught to many woodlot owners and forestry practitioners in Eastern 
Ontario. Many of our chapter members took his course and will always remem-
ber his “gentle and effective storytelling style of teaching” and his dedication 
to safety and professional practice. 

It is with much sadness that we now report that John passed away on January 
12, 2022. I am sure many will agree that he left a lasting impact. 

https://blairandson.com/tribute/details/5184/John-Ferrier/obituary.html

PASSAGES – JOHN FERRIER 
By Pieter Leenhouts, Lower Ottawa Valley Chapter

John Ferrier and spouse Beth 
with his Exceptional Service 
Award presented by our Lower 
Ottawa Valley Chapter

mailto:aljones%40xplornet.com?subject=
mailto:aljones%40xplornet.com?subject=
https://www.32auctions.com/birdhousebonanza2022
https://www.32auctions.com/birdhousebonanza2022
https://www.32auctions.com/birdhousebonanza2022
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TAP A TREE FOR 

SYRUP

LISTEN TO THE SOUND 

OF A COLD STREAM

MAKE BANNOCK 

FREE

MAKE A CEDAR 

BLUEBERRY TEA

WATCH FOR  

SPRING BUDS

IDENTIFY A NEW 

ANIMAL TRACK

RESEARCH THE 

BREEDING SEASONS 

FOR LOCAL WILDLIFE 

GO BIRD WATCHING IN A 

NEW SPOT

WOODLAND BINGO
CHALLENGE  YOURSELF TO TRY THESE NINE THIS SEASON! 

CAN YOU DO THEM ALL?  SHARE YOUR PHOTOS WITH US 
BY EMAIL TO: INFO@ONTARIOWOODLOT.COM



WOODLAND 
SCIENCE & SKILLS 

CHAPTER 3

Learn about forest health and 
productivity, biodiversity and 

wildlife habitat… from the skills and 
knowledge of your fellow members and 

forest professionals
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IDENTIFICATION

The Bald Eagle is the second largest 
bird in North America. They stand 2.5 
– 3.0 feet tall and have a wingspan 
of 5.5 – 8.0 feet. It is not until they 
reach maturity at 3 to 4 years of age 
that they begin showing the iconic 
white head and tail. Immature Bald 
Eagles are completely dark brown and 
often mistaken for Golden Eagles.

BREEDING BIOLOGY

Bald Eagles arrive on their breeding 
grounds in late March. Their arrival 
depends on the weather and the 
availability of food. They usually 
lay two eggs and take 35 days to 
incubate. Young leave the nest after 

8-14 weeks but, unlike young of most 
birds, they continue to grow and 
develop after leaving the nest. 

DIET

Aquatic species, especially birds, fish, 
and mammals, are all on the menu for 
Bald Eagles. They are opportunistic 
foragers and scavenging makes up a 
large portion of their diet in the winter. 

HABITAT & MANAGEMENT 
GUIDELINES
Bald Eagles occupy mature and old-
growth forests near large bodies of water. 
A pair will nest in the upper canopy of 
a large tree capable of supporting its 
1.0-m tall and 1.5-2-m diameter stick 
nest. The recommended management 

BALD EAGLE (MIGIZI)
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BIRDS CANADA FEATURED BIRD

By Ian Fife, Brant Chapter and Dean Assinewe, Near North Chapter

ABORIGINAL TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE:
The Bald Eagle is the most revered and respected animal in 
Anishinaabe culture and Creation. Bald Eagles represent 
spiritual messengers between Indigenous peoples and 
the Creator (Gchi Manidoo). When tobacco is laid down 
and offered, the Eagle gathers the prayers and delivers 
them to Gchi Manidoo. 

The Eagle feather is a symbol of honour among An-
ishinaabe people. The passing of an Eagle feather to 
an individual is a sacred gift and becomes part of 
that person’s identity as the feather represents a 
direct connection to the Eagle and Gchi Mani-
doo. The feathers are used in ceremonial 
dress and smudging for Ceremonies and 
Celebrations and to seek guidance from 
above. The individual that possesses an 
Eagle feather understands the sacred-
ness and responsibility and handles 
them with care and respect.

guidelines in Ontario should be to protect 
stick nests and the surrounding habitat, 
leaving a 100-m buffer around the nest 
and having limited activity 100-m beyond 
that buffer.

INTERESTING FACTS
• Female Bald Eagles are 25% larger 

than males.

• Pairs mate for life and eagles have a 
lifespan of 25-40 years.

• An eagle’s eyes have a sharper and 
a wider range of vision than humans. 
They can also see ultraviolet light. If 
humans had eagle vision, we would 
be able to see an ant crawling on the 
ground from the top of a 10-storey 
building in amazingly brilliant colours.
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IDENTIFICATION
The term “wild pig” refers to any 
member of the pig species (Sus 
scrofa), including Eurasian wild boar, 
domesticated pigs, and hybrids, that 
are free-ranging outside of a fenced 
enclosure. Wild pigs can exhibit many 
colour variations, ranging from very 
dark to light, and may have spots. 
Although they usually weigh less than 
100 kg, adult wild pigs have been 
recorded to exceed 400 kg.

HABITAT
Wild pigs often travel in groups of 
varying size, these groups are called 
sounders. They can live anywhere 
that provides ample shelter, food, and 
water, including agricultural areas, 
riparian areas, grasslands, and forests. 

SIGNS TO LOOK FOR
Wild pig tracks look like those of a 
white-tailed deer except that the front 
toes of a wild pig are more rounded 
and point slightly outward, whereas 
those of a deer point in. Other common 
signs of wild pig activity are evidence 
of rooting (where a pig uses its snout 
to dig up soil in search of food), pig-
sized indents in the mud (often filled 
with water), rubs, tusk marks, and hair 
caught in fence-crossings.

INVASIVE SPECIES WATCH
WILD PIGS (SUS SCROFA)

Submitted by Alison Morris, Assistant Coordinator, Ontario’s Invading Species Awareness Program,  
Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters

PREVENTION
The Ontario government has 
regulated wild pigs as a restricted 
species under the Invasive Species 
Act, 2015., making it illegal to release 
pigs into the natural environment, to 
bring pigs into a provincial park, to 
hunt pigs, or to participate in the sale 
or raising of Eurasian pigs in Ontario. 
This provides the province with 
additional tools to address the threat 
of wild pigs. 

Photo Credit: Ryan Brook The results of wild pigs rooting for food. 
Photo credit: Craig Hicks.

Wild pig track in mud.  
Photo credit: Craig Hicks.

DETECTION
Possible wild pig sightings can be reported to the Invading Species Hotline 
at 1-800-563-7711 or by emailing  info@invadingspecies.com. Alternatively, 
you can contact the Ontario Ministry of Northern Development, Mines, 
Natural Resources and Forestry by emailing wildpigs@ontario.ca or by 
calling 1-833-933-2355. 

HOW CAN YOU HELP?
Once wild pigs are established, it is extremely difficult to eradicate them from the landscape.  

The Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters is encouraging members of the public to become engaged 
through the Wild Pig Surveillance Program. To learn more about the program and wild pigs, visit  

www.invadingspecies.com/programs/wild-pig-surveillance-program/.
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As we prepared to start our third 
semester in the forestry techni-
cian program at Fleming College 

for fall 2021, the student body was ex-
cited. The first two semesters had been 
heavily based in online learning due to 
COVID restrictions. Our third semester 
had the promise of getting out into the 
field. Specifically exciting was our forest 
data collection class that was to be the 
bringing together of our geographic in-
formation system (GIS) mapping skills 
with ecology, forest measurement, and 
navigation lessons from previous and 
current classes. These data collection 
classes were referred to as “missions”. 
A mission can be defined as an import-
ant assignment carried out by a group 
of people. Within these missions we 
had to gather relevant ecological and 
forest inventory data with the GIS maps 
we created. We also had to generate 
detailed technical reports, and present 
our findings in teams. 

We were split into teams of four for these 
missions, which was excellent practice 
for someone like me who admitted-
ly prefers to be the boss or work solo. 
Forcing myself to work equally with my 
team was a humbling experience from 
which I certainly benefited. In total we 
completed four different missions as 
a team. 

The first mission was focused on forest 
succession, the second on deciduous 
forests, the third on coniferous for-
ests, and finally a mission simulating a 
Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program 
(MFTIP) report. The core of our reports 

was based on variable plot surveys in 
three to four forests stands per field trip. 
The primary goals were to determine 
the species composition, basal area, 
tree condition and succession stage of 
each stand. Average height, understory 
composition, regeneration composition 
and wildlife values were also noted. 

Some teams chose to present their find-
ings at face value, while some groups 
added ecological land classification 
(ELC) and silviculture prescriptions for 
preservation or potential harvest op-
portunities. It was fascinating to see 
how different teams approached their 
presentations and how the presentations 
pushed everyone to be better week af-
ter week. I personally was challenged 
most by another student in my group. 
For instance, I would write a section 
including a detailed look at the ELC and 
how I established it… My teammate 
would read my ELC section and go a step 
further adding areas of concern (AOC). I 
would then add AOCs with details about 
raptor nests and how we determined 
what species created them. This healthy 
back and forth continued until we both 
had very detailed, professional looking 
sections. Not only did this format allow 
us to push each other within our group, 
but it also helped to push other groups. 
As these reports were presented to the 
entire class, every team had good ideas 
that helped the presentations of every 
other team. By the end of the last mis-
sion, all of the reports had shown a great 
deal of growth from the first mission.    

Every report also had additional material 
we were asked to cover. Indigenous tra-
ditional territory with field trip locations, 
species at risk, invasive species, tree 
autecology, and forest conservation 
bylaws are all examples of the additional 
sections we had to cover in our reports. 
Throughout the missions we switched 
sections and job rolls to ensure everyone 
received a well-rounded experience. I 
felt strongly about my personal forest 
measurement skills and tree ID going 
into this semester, but I quickly was 
able to understand my knowledge gaps 
and improve them with these missions.

I was thankful that the college has so 
many longstanding connections with pri-
vate landowners and community forests. 
The variety of forests we were able to 

MISSIONS ACCOMPLISHED
FLEMING COLLEGE FORESTRY TECHNICIAN PROGRAM

  
By Dustin Kinzett, President, Fleming Forestry Technician Class of 2022, Kawartha Chapter

Dustin Kinzett.
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visit helped the overall field experience 
and we gained a greater understand-
ing of the importance in maintaining 
the forest health in southern Ontario. 
It was extremely interesting to work at 
Rainbow Woods with our chainsaw class 
to improve sugar maple growth, then 
return to perform a MFTIP assessment 
on the same property. 

Eleanor and Paul Reed own and manage 
Rainbow Woods located near Kirkfield, 
45 minutes north of Lindsay, and have 
hosted Fleming College students several 
times over the years. The Reeds have 
planted nearly 20,000 trees, manage a 
small sugar bush operation that produces 
350 litres of maple syrup annually, and 
have had both commercial and non-com-
mercial stand improvement harvests. 

“IT IS A GREAT PRIVILEGE 
TO SHARE THE RESULTS OF 

OUR STEWARDSHIP JOURNEY 
WITH THESE REMARKABLE 

YOUNG PEOPLE EMBARKING 
ON THEIR OWN. I LOOKED 

FORWARD EACH WEEK 
TO THE ARRIVAL OF THE 

STUDENTS, TO BE WITNESS 
TO THEIR ENTHUSIASM AND 
PROGRESS IN NEW SKILLS. 
MEETING YOUNG PEOPLE 

AND MEETING YOUNG PEOPLE 
WHO ARE PASSIONATE 

STEWARDS OF THE FUTURE, 
IS ENCOURAGEMENT TO US.” 
– PAUL AND ELEANOR REED, 

RAINBOW WOODS

Fleming Forestry graduate Hunter Cor-
biere commented: “Being able to learn 
the way I did is such an amazing expe-
rience I cherish, and who gets to say 
that every day about their schooling? In 
Anishinaabe culture our way of teaching 
knowledge is to learn by doing, and to 
learn by storytelling. In a way I some-
times like to describe people that the 
forestry program truly teaches this way. 
They have created third semester mis-
sions for the forestry technician program 
that are unique and real. To be able to 
work together in a group to make our 
own maps, and then use those maps 
for hands-on forest navigation, data 
collection, and identification skills… it 
really prepared me to work in GIS, and 
to present the results. Making half of 
our classroom time outdoors, with the 
other half focusing on skills develop-
ment, is something I really enjoyed. As 
someone who struggled with ArcGIS, I 
received plenty of help from my group 
members, who went out of their way to 
share knowledge and always showed 
true sportsmanship. Leaving the third 
semester missions and the forestry pro-
gram, I find now that it really helped 
with my confidence. The creativity of 
the teachers, and the way they thought 
out the details of the missions, made 
me feel that I truly understood what I 
was learning each day, and also made 
me feel excited to learn more.”  

Fleming Faculty Benjamin Walters and 
Scott Davis lead these forestry students 
through this 15-week journey with the 
goal of having students gain a greater 

Alexina Seguin (left) & Andrew Willms (right) at Rainbow Woods conducting MFTIP inventory.

understanding of forestry, the forests of 
southern Ontario and to work collabora-
tively as a team to build both technical 
and personal skills to accomplish these 
challenging missions. 

It seemed obvious during the last presen-
tations from our MFTIP data collection 
that many students would be able to step 
directly into forest management careers.  
This was an amazing experience for 
me, and I now feel like I belong in this 
industry. Not only do I feel comfortable 
with all the ecological and silviculture 
components we covered, but I also have 
made some friendships that will last a 
very long time. I am not entirely sure how 
we are going to top these missions in 
the fourth semester, but I am certainly 
excited! 

The Reed Family in their woodlot.
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Part 1 of this series was includ-
ed in the December 2020 issue 
(101) of the Woodlander. After 

it was published, I was contacted by 
several people who requested more 
information and/or who expressed an 
interest in attending a training session. 
As I am keen to see that everyone who 
uses a chainsaw receives at least some 
basic training and because of COVID-19 
restrictions it is more difficult to or-
ganize training sessions, I decided to 
provide some additional information 
on the felling of trees in a sequel to the 
first article. When this sequel became 
quite lengthy, however, it was decided 
to make this into a three-part series. 

Part 1 (the original article) covered the 
following topics: 

1. Chainsaw Selection

2. Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE)

3. Comprehensive Training

Part 2 (in the December 2021 issue 
105) covered basic tree felling, which 
is felling trees with a diameter less than 
the length of the bar on the chainsaw 
and that have a moderate lean in the 
desired direction of fall (DDF).

This article (Part 3) addresses some 
more advanced tree felling techniques. 
Specifically, it covers two types of 
“problem trees”, they are (1) trees 
with a heavy lean in the DDF and (2) 
trees without a lean in the DDF. As this 
article builds on the information cov-
ered in Parts 1 and 2, reading them 
first will help the reader understand 
the techniques discussed below.

The information presented in this series 
of articles includes tree felling tech-
niques that if not carried out correctly 
could result in serious injury or even 
death! For this reason, these techniques 
should only be attempted by experi-
enced chainsaw users or those who 
are under the direct supervision of an 
experienced user! 

The information provided in this three-
part series does not deal with every type 
of “problem tree” that is covered in a 
face-to-face training session. (I have 
been asked about the possibility of con-
ducting on-line “classroom” sessions 
and I am currently exploring that option 
as the COVID-19 restrictions continue.)

Advanced Tree-Felling Techniques

1. Trees with a Heavy Lean

As indicated above, this article deals 
with more advanced felling techniques 
and should only be attempted when the 
basic techniques presented in Part 2 
have been “mastered”. If trees with a 
substantial lean are felled using the ba-
sic techniques discussed in the previous 
article, it is very possible that the tree 
will split into a “barber chair” (For an 
example of a barber chair, see https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2YAf61zz-
5VU). This occurs when the saw does 
not cut into the tree fast enough to 
create an appropriate hinge before the 
tree starts to fall. The hinge is too wide 
to allow the tree to pivot properly. Part 
of the tree falls and part of it remains in 
place. A falling tree that results in a bar-
ber chair represents an extreme hazard 

that can result in serious injury or death 
to the cutter! The technique for felling 
heavy leaning trees with a diameter of 
at least 10” and less than the length 
of the bar on the chainsaw, is shown 
below. (It should be noted that while 
this technique is critical (i.e., should be 
considered mandatory) for preventing 
the barber chairing of a heavy leaning 
trees, it also works for any tree with a 
defined lean in the DDF).

Figure 1 – Felling heavy leaning trees

Figure 1 illustrates how heavy leaning 
trees should be felled. Again, this felling 
method should only be attempted by 
experienced chainsaw operators or 
those who are under the direction of 
an experienced operator. Instead of 
making a conventional backcut, after 
the notch is made, (see Part 2 for in-
formation on making a proper notch) 
heavy leaners are “bored”, that is, the 
chainsaw is shoved through the centre 
of the tree parallel with the notch. But 
to prevent kickback, the bore cut is 
started with the bottom of the bar as 
shown in Figure 1. 

FIREWOOD SAFETY
SAFETY MUST BE YOUR PRIORITY WHEN CUTTING FIREWOOD (PART 3)

By Brian Lawrence, retired Consultant-Trainer with Workplace Safety North, Bancroft-Haliburton Chapter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2YAf61zz5VU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2YAf61zz5VU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2YAf61zz5VU
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Figure 2 – Felling heavy leaning trees 
(cont’d)

As shown in Figure 1, once a pocket 
(this is absolutely necessary to prevent 
kickback!) is created with the tip of the 
bar, the saw is rotated so that it is parallel 
with the notch and perpendicular to the 
trunk (not parallel with the ground) and 
then shoved right through the tree as 
shown in Figure 2. (As noted later in 
this article, many chainsaws are now 
equipped with “boring sight lines” that 
assist with making a bore cut.) Once 
the saw has poked through the other 
side of the tree, a “tip check” is done to 
confirm its position relative to the back 
side of the notch. Then, as shown, the 
saw is carefully advanced towards the 

notch (arrow 1; Figure 2) until a proper 
hinge is established (again consisting of 
uncut wood of about 10% of the tree’s 
diameter to a maximum of 2”). Then 
the saw is moved towards the back of 
the tree (arrow 2; Figure 2) and a “tab” 
(see Figure 3) or “strap” of uncut wood 
amounting to about ¼ of the tree’s di-
ameter is left to hold the tree in place. 
(Note: as the boring of trees requires a 
high level of skill to be done properly, 
in face-to-face training sessions, par-
ticipants are given the opportunity to 
practice notching and boring on high 
stumps of felled trees until they develop 
competency before attempting these 
activities on standing trees!)

Figure 3 - Felling heavy leaning trees 
(cont’d)

When it is safe to do so, (i.e., no one has 
entered the felling area and a proper 
escape route has been prepared) the 
tab is eliminated by making a cut par-
allel with the notch and 1 to 2” below 
the bore (as shown as step 3 in Figure 
3). As soon as the tree starts to fall, 
the cutter moves away from the tree 
along the prepared escape route and if 
possible, tucks in behind another tree 
for protection from any limbs that may 
be thrown back as the tree falls. The 
cutter remains in this retreat position 
until the tree and any broken limbs 
have fallen to the ground (this may take 
several seconds!). Only then is the tree 
to be limbed and topped. For valuable 
logs, many loggers make “corner cuts” 
on the outsides of the hinge (as noted 
in Figure 4) to prevent “side scarring” 
(where the strong sap wood at the out-
side of the hinge tears wood from up 
the tree, instead of breaking cleanly). As 
side scarring not only downgrades the 
value of the log, but it can also redirect 
the tree as it falls, and so corner cuts 
are recommended on trees that are 
sound and at least 12” in diameter.

2. Trees Without a Lean in the  
Desired Direction of Fall (DDF)

Normally there is a variety of trees 
found in a typical bushlot. Usually 
there are trees of various species, 
size, and shape. Also, some trees will 
have a lean in the direction they are to 

woodlandmills.ca
1-855-476-6455

Portable Sawmills, Wood Chippers, Stump Grinder & Logging Tools

FORESTRY EQUIPMENT

http://www.woodlandmills.ca
http://www.pineneedlefarms.ca
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be felled, while others will not. Trees 
without any natural lean can be made 
to fall in the DDF with the use of one or 
more felling wedges. While many people 
have been shown how to use a felling 
wedge using a conventional backcut, 
that technique often results in several 
problems. These include: (1) having the 
saw being pinched by the tree as it sat 
back on the stump before a wedge was 
inserted, (2) damaging the chain with 
the wedge and (3) accidentally cutting 
off the hinge before the tree starts to 
fall. The technique discussed below, 
when carried out properly, eliminates 
all these problems.

Figure 4 - Felling trees without a lean 
in the desired direction of fall

In recent years, many cutters (and 
chainsaw manufacturers!) have come 
to realize the value of boring most trees 
(not just heavy leaners) instead of mak-
ing backcuts. When a backcut is made, 
the moment when a tree starts to fall, 
depends on multiple factors such as the 
amount of the lean of the tree, wind di-
rection and wind speed, etc. When a tab 
is created, however, the cutter decides 
when the tree will start to fall. (More 
advantages of the boring technique are 
discussed below). For trees without a 
lean in the desired direction of fall and 
therefore require felling wedge(s), the 
boring technique discussed above, is 

modified slightly. The tree is notched 
and bored to establish both the hinge 
and the tab. Then as shown in Figure 
4, instead of making one cut below the 
bore to eliminate the tab (as described 
above), the tab is cut in two stages, with 
only half of it being removed at a time. 
The first stage involves cutting the first 
half of the tab. This is accomplished by 
orienting the chainsaw perpendicular 
to the notch at the side of the tree with 
the bar at the same height as the bore 
cut and then carefully cutting towards 
the centre of the tab (while making sure 
that the tip of the bar is not too deep into 
the tree where it can cut the hinge!). A 
felling wedge is then inserted into the 
space where the half of the tab was 
removed. The wedge is then pounded 
into the tree to create a lifting force on 
it. If desired, corner cuts can then be 
made at the sides of the hinge. When 
the cutter is satisfied that no one has 
inadvertently entered the felling area 
and that a proper escape route has 
been prepared, the remaining half of 
the tab is removed by cutting from the 
outside of the tree towards the wedge. 
(As shown in Figure 4, the wedge is less 
likely to be cut by the saw if a small 
space is left between it and the remain-
ing half tab.) Once the tab has been 
completely removed, if the tree does 
not start to fall, the wedge is pound-
ed to provide more lifting force. For 
large trees, the use of multiple wedges 
spreads the lifting force over a larger 
area and aids in the felling process. As 
noted above, as soon as the tree starts 
to fall, the cutter moves away from the 
tree along the prepared escape route. 
During face-to-face training sessions, 
participants are shown a variation of 
this technique that is simpler (and 
somewhat less risky!) This alternate 
technique is especially useful for those 
who are new to the practice of boring 
trees.

Advantages of the boring technique

From the above discussion, it is evident 
that the boring technique offers several 
safety advantages over the conventional 
backcut method. These advantages 
include:

1. The hinge (the most critical part of 
the felling process) is established to 
the proper size and shape (optional 
shapes are discussed during actual 
training sessions) while the tree is 
held in place by holding wood – not 
(as is the case with a backcut) as 
the cutter is wondering when: 

a. the tree is going to start to fall, and 
it will be time to leave the stump 
and head for the escape route, 

b. if someone might enter the danger 
zone unannounced, 

c. if there is a possibility of acciden-
tally cutting the hinge off, or 

d. if there is a possibility of slipping 
and falling before leaving the 
stump (particularly in winter and 
on side hills), etc.

2. The cutter decides when the tree is 
going to start to fall – by removing 
any remaining tab when it has been 
established that no one is entering 
the danger zone unannounced, and 
a proper escape route has been pre-
pared.

3. The cutter is behind the tree (and 
thus closer to the escape route) 
when the final portion of the tab is 
removed, and the tree can start to 
fall – not beside the stump (and thus 
further away from the escape route). 
This is particularly important in win-
ter on side hills or anywhere where 
there is not good footing available.

4. The whole felling process is broken 
down into specific steps, with the 
release of the tree (by removing any 
remaining tab) being the final step. 
The tree does not move until this 
final step is completed! This removes 
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the anxiety that might be felt while using conventional 
notching and backcutting operations. This is particularly 
important for those who are inexperienced and are being 
instructed. Each step can be completed and verified before 
proceeding to the next step. Experience has shown that 
this step-by-step method has been critical in instilling 
confidence in chainsaw operators, particularly those who 
attend a course with little or no experience!

As stated earlier, some of the chainsaw manufacturers have 
now embraced the promotion of the boring techniques for 
felling trees. They have done this in two ways: (a) by modifying 
the felling techniques shown in their owner’s manuals and 
(b) by adding “boring” sight lines on their saws.

Figure 5 – Notching and boring sight lines

The chainsaw shown in Figure 5 has two different sight lines. 
The notching sight line, (as discussed in Part 2 of this series), 
is at right angles to the bar and is used for aiming the saw at 
a selected target while making the top cut of the notch. The 
boring sight line is aligned with the center of the bar and 
indicates where the bar is positioned inside a tree while it 
is being bored. This is particularly important when trying to 
avoid accidentally cutting into the hinge! While many man-
ufacturers have been incorporating notching sight lines on 
their saws for several years, the addition of boring sight lines 
is a more recent development. If the saw is not equipped 
with a boring sight line, it is relatively easy to add one with a 
permanent marker by using a straight edge aligned with the 
centre of the bar. It will be at 90˚to the notching sight line. 

These two lines are extremely valuable to the cutter who 
knows how to use them correctly! 

Summary

The felling techniques described above are for trees with a 
diameter of at least 10” but are less than the length of the 
bar on the saw (Note: in an actual course, participants are 
shown how to safely fell trees that are up to three times the 
length of the bar!). These techniques cover trees with or 
without a lean in the DDF and are part of an overall training 
course that I provide for chainsaw users. Courses vary in 
length from a half day to 3 days. Most courses that involve 
tree felling are 2 days long. The first day is conducted in a 

classroom setting while the second day includes hands-on 
chainsaw sharpening, maintenance, and tree felling. The 
course consists of eight specific modules. Participants 
are given resources that provide a permanent record 
of the information presented and can be referenced at 
any time in the future. During the course, I also provide 
a “4-line mantra” that makes it easier to remember the 
specific steps to fell a variety of problem trees safely! 

I have been conducting chainsaw training courses for over 
30 years. Since I retired from Workplace Safety North in 
2014, I continue to provide these courses on my own. I 
welcome every opportunity to provide this life-saving 
information to anyone who wants it. If anyone would like 
more information or is interested is setting up a training 
session, please feel to contact me at 613-332-8464 (call 
or text) or at brilaw84@gmail.com. I live in the Bancroft 
area but am willing to travel almost anywhere in Southern 
Ontario to conduct a course. I also have several videos 
on YouTube as indicated below.

Heavy Leaning Tree:  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4OWrJ5eHw8&t=49s

Trees Without a Lean in the DDF:  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=P088bMP7jq0

There are also other videos for topics such as delimbing 
and bucking trees.

After being employed with a safety association for many 
years and having investigated several bush-related injuries 
and fatalities, it is my strong desire to share information 
that can save lives and reduce injuries. If the information 
presented in this series has been helpful and if there are any 
comments or questions that have arisen, I would be more 
than willing to discuss these issues with woodlot owners! 

Let us all harvest our firewood safely!!

+ WILDERNESS & REMOTE FIRST AID + 

mailto:brilaw84%40gmail.com?subject=
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4OWrJ5eHw8&t=49s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P088bMP7jq0
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In 2005 we owned about 15 acres 
of prime tobacco land adjacent to 
our home, which we had rented out 

for about eight years to a local tobacco 
grower. However, considering that my 
wife Anne was a member of the local 
anti-smoking committee, and the growing 
of tobacco was officially being discour-
aged, it seemed that it was time to make 
a change. We had interest from a local 
grower of green peppers, but after seeing 
what could happen to the exposed sandy 
soil in a spring windstorm, we decided 
that trees would be a much better op-
tion, and would give us peace of mind, 
especially because I am a retired nursery 
superintendent.

Organizing the paperwork of the federally 
sponsored “Forest 2020”, planting was 
simple, even though several organizations 
were involved; we signed an agreement, 
I drew up a planting plan and paid for 
the trees, Trees Ontario and the Fed-
eral Government paid for the planting, 
and the experienced local Long Point 
Region Conservation Authority crew did 
the planting for us. 

We planted white pine, European larch, 
red pine, and Norway spruce in four 
blocks. All conifer plantations had a pat-
tern of three rows of conifers and then a 
row of deciduous trees. The deciduous 
trees were 50% red oak, and some wal-
nut, cherry, bitternut hickory, Tulip tree, 
basswood, and white ash.

Survival of the conifers was near 100%. 
Many of the hardwoods suffered con-
siderable losses due to drought, as most 
hardwood seedlings do not do well on our 
sandy bare soils. Fortunately, there are 
sufficient numbers of hardwood trees left 
to serve as seed trees for the next gener-
ation of the forest. The first challenge in 

the white pine was an outbreak of Vetch. 
This weed pulled down the growing tips of 
the trees, making a beautiful shelter for 
brooding turkeys. Clearing off the vetch 
manually, we found five turkey nests in 
the four acres. Sadly, the local crows 
knew about them too, and raided the 
nests as soon as we left the plantation. 
White pine weevils of course moved into 
the white pine, but they were controllable 
by spraying and pruning. None of the 
other trees have suffered problems yet.

When the white pine was about 15 feet 
high, several young local people, some of 
whom were forestry technicians, asked if I 
would let them prune the lower branches 
off the white pine trees so that they could 
sell the foliage to a wholesaler who had 
staff that would make them into wreaths, 
etc. I let them prune up to about 50% of 
the height of the trees. They enjoyed the 
camaraderie and earned up to $300 a 
day on some days.

Last year, when they had been coming 
for about six years, it became difficult to 
reach to the branches even with a pole 
saw; I decided to use their presence to 
thin out a number of “rough” trees so that 
they could use that foliage. After the crew 
left, I looked at the pieces they had left 
behind – to me they looked large enough 
to make small lumber. So, I took them 
to a local friend who has a sawmill. The 
result was quite a nice pile of beautiful 
white pine lumber up to 6.5“ wide, with 
knot free sections of as much as 30” 
and more. 

Now that the boards are air dried, my first 
product is the small table in the photo. In 
these days of sky-high lumber prices, it 
is a real bonus to have some of your own 
lumber, and to sequester carbon in the 
process. When I did some pine growth 

studies at the old St. Williams Forest 
Station, many years ago, I noted that 
the white pine there grew considerably 
faster than the provincial volume tables 
indicated, but I never thought I would 
make furniture 15 years after planting.

I am sure that the investments of the two 
governments have already been returned 
through the collection of sales and income 
taxes paid by the pruners, the greenery 
sales, and the wreath makers. For me, the 
plantations are growing much improved 
wood quality for the future. A win for all 
concerned.

FOREST PROJECT
A “FOREST 2020” PROJECT IN NORFOLK COUNTY

By Dolf Wynia, Norfolk Chapter

Dolf’s first white pine product.

White pine planted in May 2005.
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CHAPTER 4

Understand the many exciting opportunities of 
owning a woodland business and all that is available 
to help your goals and ambitions to be successful!
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What does the name “Kayanase” (pro-
nounced Guy-ah-nah-say) mean?

By the river.

Can you tell us about the Six Nations 
forest? How does it influence the mis-
sion of Kayanase, “to restore the health 
and beauty of Mother Earth, using sci-
ence-based approaches and Traditional 
Ecological Knowledge?”

The Carolinian woodlands of Six Nations 
are recognized as a unique and valuable 
natural heritage feature and are important 
for the conservation of species at risk 
and their habitats in Canada. The Six 
Nations of the Grand River Territory has 
the largest area of remaining concentrat-
ed Carolinian forest cover (exceeding 45 
percent total natural forested landscape) 
in Canada. The natural forest cover is a 
closely connected series of forest blocks 
greater than 200 hectares. Within a total 
18,785 hectares currently identified as 
the Six Nations of the Grand River Territory 
community, 8,715 hectares is natural 
forest cover, much of it of high ecolog-
ical integrity, with a high component of 
oak-hickory, black maple woodlands in 
the mesic uplands and slough forests 
dominated by swamp white oak, bur oak, 
Freeman’s maple, and elms. 

Living with this forest encourages us to 
continuously learn new ways of doing 
our work and using scientific protocols 
and innovations while being mindful of 
our duty to be good stewards of the land, 
which is part of our cultural identity as 
Haudenosaunee people. 

What services does Kayanase special-
ize in?

We do a lot of ecological restoration 
projects involving herbaceous plant 

and tree planting. We have done a fair 
bit of pipeline restoration. Our biggest 
project to date is the Milton Transfer 
Hub [at Parkway West] for Union Gas in 
Milton, Ontario. It involved tree planting, 
meadow restoration, and creating wildlife 
habitat. The “Turtle Garden” is a part of 
the project that is open to the public as 
an educational site. 

Do you offer services to private land-
owners? 

We offer the same services to private 
landowners as we offer to corporate 
clients. This includes some arborist 
services, tree planting, and control of 
invasive species, including spraying for 
phragmites, dog strangling vine, and 
other invasive plants.

We are a Planting Delivery Agent for 
Forest Ontario’s 50 Million Tree Program, 
and they have other programs available 
for landowners interested in large scale 
tree planting.

The umbrella group for Kayanase, Grand 
River Employment and Training Inc, has 
a focus on training projects for Onkwe-
hon: we people. Can you tell us about the 
training in native plant and tree nurture 
that your employees gain?

They gain hands-on experience. We 
offer professional development oppor-
tunities with our industry partners. For 
example, in the past year we have done 
seed mentoring with the seed ecologist 
from Carolinian Canada Coalition. The 
purpose is to build our internal capacity 
to develop our seed bank at Kayanase. In 
the past year we have also done training 
with the Forest Gene Conservancy Asso-
ciation and had staff become certified as 
seed collectors. Having staff involved in 

ecological restoration and green house 
operations gives them constant exposure 
to native plants and opportunities to learn 
about the individual characteristics of 
those plants.

I understand you grow bare root nurs-
ery stock & sell seeds. What can you 
tell us about those two aspects of your 
operations?

We are currently working on expand-
ing our seed bank so we can increas-
ingly grow more of our own stock. We 
do have limited quantities of seed for 
homeowners who want to grow native 
herbaceous plants. We are working to 
build our capacity to grow more trees 
from seed. We collect seed within a 75 
km. radius of our greenhouse, so the 
seed we collect is heavily dependent on 
what is available in naturally in our area. 

Seed collection & stock availability are 
growing concerns. Is there any aspect 
of seed collection that the OWA and its 
members could assist with?

For seed collection there is a lot of con-
cern about the genetics of the seed being 
collected. Is it source identified Ontario 
seed, or has it been imported from the 
United States? Seed collection has two 
sides. With climate change do we have 
to start introducing seed from the United 
States to offset climate change or do we 
take a purist approach and only collect 
from Ontario? There are arguments on 
both sides. Carolinian Canada Coalition 
is working to develop an Ontario seed 
strategy to help address these questions. 
Which trees have the ability to adapt on 
their own to survive climate change and 
what trees could we lose if we do not do 
anything? There is so much that we do 

KAYANASE
KAYANASE… A Q&A WITH A SUCCESSFUL INDIGENOUS BUSINESS VENTURE

Transcribed by Neil Dunning, Brant Chapter, from an interview with Carole Smith, Administrative Team Lead, Kayanase
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Nursery operations at Kayanase.

The staff of Kayanase outside of their office building.

not know yet. Kayanase is extremely 
grateful to our industry partners for all 
of their assistance in helping us learn 
more in this area. 

We are part of the Ontario Native Plant 
Growers Association (ONPGA) and as 
greenhouse operators we have to look 

at what we need to do to help maintain 
native plants in Ontario. With people 
becoming aware of climate change as 
well as saving bees and other pollinators 
there is a growing demand for native 
plants, and while the demand is growing 
the supply is not there. It is wonderful 

that people want native plants, but at 
the same time I think we have to look at 
a broader scale—how do you support 
the nurseries that grow these plants. A 
lot of nurseries are family owned. Very 
few are big corporate operations. The 
same thing goes for growing tree stock. 

“We are part of the 
Ontario Native Plant 
Growers Association 

(ONPGA) and as 
greenhouse operators 

we have to look at what 
we need to do to help 
maintain native plants 

in Ontario.”
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You have only got very few nurseries 
that grow native source identified trees. 
With the potential launching of the Two 
Billion Trees program the big discus-
sion is where are all these tree seedlings 
coming from?

There is a huge demand right now for 
white pine seeds so if any of your woodlot 
owners who have white pine plantations 
would be willing to open them to seed 
collectors, I know there are collectors 
and nurseries that would appreciate 
the opportunity. Right now it is almost 
impossible to purchase white pine seed-
lings. This is also true for oak, hickory, 
and maple seeds. Members can con-
tact Kayanase and let us know. We are 
continuing to work with the Forest Gene 
Conservation Association to increase our 
capacity through training for our staff. 
Woodlot owners can also contact the 
Forest Gene Conservation Association. 

How much of your seed is collected in 
a forest vs tree lines vs parks/cemeter-
ies? Would seed orchards maintained 
& monitored by private landowners be 
helpful?

Seed orchards with healthy native trees 
maintained and monitored by private 
landowners would be incredibly helpful. 
This guarantees a reliable source of ge-
netically strong native seed. Having this 
partnership between landowners, seed 
collectors, and growers is a symbiotic 
relationship. We need this full system 
in place to produce reliable stock for 
Ontario. Our seed comes from parks and 
cemeteries as well as woodlots. 

What do you see as the biggest challenge 
to the native plant nursery industry over 
the next 10 yrs.?

The demand for native plants is growing 
and it is difficult to meet this demand. 
Native plant growers are struggling. The 
native plant industry is really under sup-

ported, just as so many organizations 
are working to raise awareness of how 
native plants help to protect biodiversity, 
supporting pollinators, address climate 
change impacts and support natural 
infrastructure. Having more financial 
support from the province to help boost 
investment in the native plant supply 
chain is critical! 

Is there a native tree or plant that is 
special to the employees at Kayanase?

Not so much for Kayanase, but for our 
community, we grow our traditional to-
bacco every year. We do not sell it, but 
we do make it available to community 
members for traditional use. We are very 
cautious about where it goes and who 
uses it.

The mission statement of the Ontario 
Woodlot Association is “Helping each 
other to become the best possible stew-
ards of our woodlands.” What thoughts 
would you like our members to have 
about their woodlots as they strive to 
maintain and improve the health of On-
tario woodlands?

The intent of your mission statement 
is so important, “by helping each other 
become the best possible stewards.” Tak-
ing care of their woodlands and making 
the offer to have seed collectors come 
in and share the seed being generated 
is the greatest service they can do to 
preserving woodlands. This is a way to 
connect woodlot owners in the larger 
overall system, so we have a sustain-
able source of seed. With a reliable and 
sustainable source of seed native plant 
nurseries can ensure that reforestation 
and afforestation can continue to take 
place. 

Is there anything the OWA can do to help 
with the continued success of Kayanase?

Just helping spread the message that 
we are open to partnerships with pri-

vate woodland owners and that we are 
open to conversations because in the 
end we are all about Restoring Mother 
Earth. Anything we can do to create 
relationships that will achieve that end 
is beneficial to everyone.

Editor’s Note: This interview has been 
edited and condensed.

Contacts:
Kayanase, 993 Highway #54 P.O. 
Box 820, Ohsweken, ON N0A 1M0 
Telephone (519) 770-0013 email 
sales@kayanase.ca

Forest Gene Conservation Associa-
tion, 275 County Rd. 44, Kemptville, 
ON K0G 1J0 Contact via email link 
at outreach@fgca.net or telephone 
1-647-201-7137. 

More First Nations native plant and 
ecological restoration organizations:
Return the Landscape, Aamjiwnaang 
First Nations, 1972 Virgil Avenue, 
Sarnia, ON Telephone: 519-464-
6544 or email returnthelandscape@
gmail.com. This is a greenhouse 
business selling native plants. 

Alderville Black Oak Savanna, 11696 
Second Line, PO Box 46 Roseneath, 
ON K0K 2X0 Telephone: 905 352 
1008 Email: info@aldervillesav-
anna.ca. The restoration group at 
Black Oak Savanna is focused on 
restoration of the savanna lands at 
Alderville First Nation. 

First Nations Forestry:
Nawiinginokiima Forest Manage-
ment Corporation (NFMC), https://
nfmcforestry.ca/organization/. 
NFMC is the Sustainable Forest Li-
cense holder for the Pic and White 
River Forest Management Units.

mailto:sales%40kayanase.ca?subject=
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Choose
Ontario Wood.

It’s the natural choice
for high quality, local

and sustainable
wood products.

Learn more at
ontario.ca/wood

Home: Confederation Log Homes
Table: MetalWood Studio

JUSSI ATV Log Loading Trailer
•   10 ½’ or 13’ reach crane with 1210 lbs. lift capacity
•   4WD expandable trailer with 3300 lbs. capacity
•   Self contained hydraulics with Honda engine or tractor pump kit
•   Light enough to be used behind a 500cc ATV
•   Full rotation grapple with 30”opening
•   Available options include dump box, clam shell bucket, auger 

and winch

Prices include HST and shipping

Available by On-line Order at: www.ontariowoodlot.com/woodlandstore or 
phone 613-713-1525.  Orders can also be made through your local Chapter.

OWA WOODLAND
EMERGENCY 
FIRST AID KIT

OWA Member
Pricing

Non-Member 
Pricing

(INCLUDES FIRST AID BAG, 
LIFESAVER POUCH AND 
TICK REMOVAL POUCH)

$136 $167

EXTRA POUCHES
LIFESAVER POUCH $40 $45

TICK REMOVAL POUCH $35 $38

https://www.ontario.ca/page/ontario-wood
https://easternfarmmachinery.com/
www.ontariowoodlot.com/woodlandstore
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My moto for forest ownership 
activities is, do not do it unless it 
is fun. Developing a trail system 

has been one of my most rewarding and 
fun forest activities. Not only is it fun to 
develop a trail system, but having well 
planned, well marked, and cleared trails 
makes walking the forest so much more 
enjoyable and the forest is much more 
likely to be used daily. 

So how can making a trail system be fun? 
It is fun when you do a little at a time and 
start enjoying the trails right away. Make 
it an ongoing project so that your trails 
evolve over time. Add simple benches to 
enjoy special spots.

Here are the simple steps that I have 
taken to develop my trail system over time. 

1. Get to know your forest boundaries. 
Make sure you know where your for-
est boundaries are located. If there 
is not fencing all around your forest, 

spray red paint dots (at least 3 in. in 
diameter) on trees along the inside of 
your forest boundary. This will help you 
stay inside your forest boundaries as 
you explore... You might as well put 
these red dots on the outside of your 
boundary at the same time, to avoid 
trespassers.*

2. Explore your forest. Find all the in-
teresting features of your forest such 
as water features, hills and valleys, 
unique trees, and rocks. You may no-
tice some established animal trails or 
animal den trees. 

3. Mark your first trail. Use flagging tape 
to mark your first trail loop, making 
sure you route it by some of your fa-
vourite key features. You will want 
to enjoy your special features when 
you go on your walks. Consider this a 
trial route where you can test the trail 
location. 

4. Use your trail regularly. Start follow-
ing this flagged trail whenever you go 
on your regular walks. As you realize 
possible re-routing options, move the 
flagging tape and experiment. 

5. Make it easier to walk. After about six 
months or so, you may feel comfort-
able with the trail location, and you can 
start making this a more permanent 
trail. This process is also best done 
in stages. Start by taking a couple 
of hours to remove sticks and rocks 
and snip small trees and branches to 
make it easier to walk through. 

6. Widen the trail. As you have time and 
energy, take half a day to widen the 
trail a bit more with a chain saw to cut 
a few of the larger saplings that may be 
in your way. A light battery-operated 

chain saw is great for this, but some-
times a larger chain saw is required.

7. Improve trail markers. I recommend 
replacing your flagging tape with 
permanent trail markers. Flagging 
tape gets pulled off by animals and 
deteriorates making a mess. Trail 
markers make it much easier for ev-
eryone to follow the trail and reduces 
the chance of people getting lost in 
your forest. Trail markers do require 
maintenance to make sure the bark 
does not grow over the nails. As part of 
my forest maintenance plan, I spend 
a day every year loosening all my trail 
marker nails and/or screws. Markers 
can be something home made such 
as the flat end of a plastic container 
or purchased markers as I have. Each 
trail and their markers have a unique 
colour.

8. Map your trail. Give your trail a name 
and put them on a map. You can name 

FOREST TRAILS                                                       
DEVELOPING YOUR FOREST TRAILS

By Doris Krahn, Kawartha Chapter

Trail signs are always helpful.

Enjoying a hike on a family forest trail.
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Become a

COMMUNITY 
SCIENTIST
Visit our website for all 
the resources you’ll need:
invasivespeciescentre.ca/edrr

some of the features on your map as 
well if you like. Another trick that I 
use to help people from getting lost is 
making sure the trail on my trail map 
is the same as the colour of my trail 
markers in the forest. Always take a 
copy with you so you can show the 
people that you are walking with where 
they are on the map. Give a copy to 
your family or friends before they go 
for a walk on their own. 

9. Make trail signs. I have made my own 
primitive trail name signs using painted 
pieces of wood with black paint. Then 
I use a Dremel to carve the trail name 
into the wood. I drill a hole for my nail 
or screw. Then I use at least two coats 
of hardwood flooring varnish to protect 
the signs. I put trail name signs up at 
all trail intersections to help my friends 
and family find their way around easily. 
To make the signs more visible, I always 
hang a long piece of bright pink flagging 
tape wherever I have trail signs. 

10. Make more trails. By now you have discovered some other features and potential 
side trail and loop ideas. Use the same process as above and over time you will 
have developed a thorough trail system to enjoy.

Happy trail making!
* Editor’s Note: Red dots are legally recognized property signs indicating “no trespassing”.

A handy trail map.
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Woodlot owners face a unique set 
of personal income tax circum-
stances. Knowing your options 

can make all the difference when tax sea-
son arrives.

All woodlot owners, whether they choose to 
treat their forest as recreational property, a 
business, or a farm operation, have many 
options in front of them to optimize their 
tax strategy. A simple change in approach 
can make a big difference in cash flow, 
profitability, and overall taxation.

The reality is the same for woodlot owners 
as for all business owners or entrepreneurs: 
navigating the overlapping regulations for 
personal and business tax can be tricky. 
Thus, planning for tax season is key.

Here are a few principles to keep in mind, 
as well as tips to make your personal tax 
season as painless and successful as 
possible.

HOW AND WHEN TO FILE

The normal filing deadline in personal tax 
season is April 30. But if you’re filing as 
a farmer, then you and your spouse may 
file on or before June 15, 2022. However, 
any taxes owing are due April 30; so you 
may want to make an installment payment 
earlier to minimize interest if there will 
be taxes owing. Remember that if you 
intend to treat your operation as a farm, 
you must file using the CRA farm schedule 
(Form T2042) rather than the form used 
by non-farming businesses (Form T2125).

By spending some time organizing your 
paperwork, you’ll save yourself time at tax 
season if filing yourself, or you’ll save mon-
ey if you’re going through a tax preparer.

Also, consider whether you want to file on 
a cash or accrual basis. Cash accounting 
records financial information when cash 

is exchanged. Accrual accounting, how-
ever, records financial information when 
a transaction occurs, even if the cash has 
not changed hands yet. There are pros 
and cons to each approach.

It’s important to be consistent. If you filed 
on a cash basis in the past, then file on a 
cash basis going forward.

EXPENSES, INCOME, AND ASSETS

Knowing what you can claim during tax 
season and understanding whether your 
expenses and assets qualify as personal or 
business, is crucial. If you’re ever unsure 
where an item fits, make a note to ask 
your accountant.

Below are some common examples of 
expenses to consider claiming:

1. Ontario Woodlot Association (OWA) 
annual dues

2. Managed Forest Tax Incentive Plan 
(MFTIP) preparation fees

3. Insurance (relating to the woodlot)

4. Property taxes (relating to the woodlot)

5. Fees associated with cutting timber 
(transportation / tree marking, etc.)

6. Vehicle expenses relating to woodlot 
management

7. Purchase of any nursery stock planted 
and costs to plant such as labour

If you have registered for the harmonized 
sales tax (HST), get the HST filing done 
now to get the refund on any HST paid on 
expenses. Note that if you are filing an HST 
return and getting the HST back, then the 
HST is not an expense, and it should be 
separated in your records. Deduct only the 
expense portion on your income tax return.

Capital assets — including ATVs, tractors, 
and other vehicles — are not an expense 

in the year they are purchased, but de-
preciation expense can be deducted over 
several years. If you provide the cost in-
formation, your accountant can set this 
up, so a portion is deducted automatically 
every year.

Lastly, don’t forget to include the following 
as income when filing:

1. Firewood

2. Rental of property for recreational uses

3. Sale of timber periodically

Why file at all?

The tax benefits of owning and operating a 
woodlot are only available if you go through 
the filing process. Those benefits include 
the ability to:

1. Deduct losses against other income

2. Carry losses forward to when you have 
income

3. Establish that you are a farmer

o Future capital gains election ($1 
Million)

o Tax free transfer to future generation

4. Qualify for other farm related programs

While the incentives to file are signifi-
cant, the process can be burdensome 
and complex. Having the right advisor at 
your side means utilizing all the opportu-
nities available, maximizing your return 
while minimizing risk. MNP’s tax team 
is positioned to provide top-tier advisory 
services for woodlot operations both big 
and small.

TO LEARN MORE, CONTACT:
Rick Wismer, CPA, CA, CAFA, PAg, LPA
Regional Agricultural, Food and Beverage 
Niche Lead
905.225.1302
rick.wismer@mnp.ca 

PREPARING FOR TAX SEASON
WOODLOT OWNERS: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT PREPARING FOR PERSONAL INCOME TAX SEASON

Submitted by MNP
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Wherever business 
takes you
The business landscape has changed. No matter the industry sector, 
market location or specific areas of business you need addressed, 
MNP’s accounting, consulting, and tax solutions can help. We’re here 
for you – where and when you need us.

Rick Wismer, CPA, CA, CAFA, PAg, LPA  
Member of Ontario Woodlot Association - Niagara Chapter 

905.225.1302   |   rick.wismer@mnp.ca

MNP.ca

Wherever business 
takes you
The business landscape has changed. No matter the industry sector, 
market location or specific areas of business you need addressed, 
MNP’s accounting, consulting, and tax solutions can help. We’re here 
for you – where and when you need us.

Rick Wismer, CPA, CA, CAFA, PAg, LPA  
Member of Ontario Woodlot Association - Niagara Chapter 

905.225.1302   |   rick.wismer@mnp.ca

MNP.ca

https://www.mnp.ca/
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What started as a move towards 
becoming self-reliant in 2017, 
my husband Greg Hartmann 

and I, purchased a seven-acre proper-
ty just five minutes from the village of 
Mattawa, Ontario. After learning about 
the soil, the weather patterns, and the 
unique challenges to farming in a North-
ern Ontario climate, we created Mattawa 
Eco Farm in 2019 as a way to feed our 
family     and provide the community 
with locally-grown food. Selling a small 
quantity of fruits and vegetables from 
a little farm stand on the property, we 
began to see a growing demand and 
need for local food.

In the spring of 2020, the world came 
into some very challenging times and 
Canadians were faced with the reality of 
empty store shelves and delays; many 
people became aware of the real threat 
of food insecurity for the very first time. 
Realizing the vulnerability of our food 
systems in Canada, we saw the interest 
in home food gardening, self-reliance, 
and environmental sustainability begin 
to rise.

In response to the boom of new gar-
deners and people seeking activities 
outdoors, we began offering tours of the 
farm to individuals, families, and groups. 
We began teaching about sustainable 
agriculture. Not everyone has a lot of 
space in which to grow, so we also be-
gan teaching about lesser-known food 
growing methods such as aquaponics, 
hydroponics, regrowing food from scraps 
and more. We demonstrated any set-up 
that could accompany a little corner in 
an apartment or windowsill that may not 
be seen as conventional.

For those with some land to work with, 
we show a variety of systems that ad-
dress    less than ideal growing condi-
tions. We teach about Hügelkultur mound 
gardening, greenhouse growing and 
most recently the process of building 
Chinampas for those with swampy or 
wetland   areas that would otherwise 
not be suitable for crops.

Agroforestry is another area that we 
really want to focus on over the next 
few years. We have about four acres of 
mixed forest, a lot of pines, birch, ma-
ples, and oaks. Strategically placing our 
main gardens near the forest helps us 
to prevent soil erosion and blocks   our 
micro-crops from the risk of damage of 
strong winds. Our gardens are positioned 
on a gentle  slope down from the forest 
and that naturally allows organic matter 
and nutrients to nourish the garden soil. 
We made a footpath through the forest 
and use this path to teach people about 
wild edibles. As we walk, we recite stories 
related to the plants, lichens, and fungi; 
it is just a beautiful space to be in and 
appreciate the biodiversity of our area.

As a registered Indigenous person of 
mixed Mohawk and Metis ancestry, I 
see great value in sharing the wisdom of 
the people and the elders who grew food 
without fertilizers, modern equipment, 
or tools. Previous generations had to 
be stewards of the land if they wanted 
their crops to flourish year after year and 
we see those as respectable principles 
to continue. Through Indigenous com-
panion planting, visitors to the farm are 
able to see ‘The Three   Sisters’ of corn, 
squash and beans at work together. The 
spiny vines of the squash provide protec-
tion from animals, and their leafy foliage 

provides shade to protect the tempera-
ture-sensitive beans. The corn provides 
protection from wind and support for the 
trellising beans, and the beans provide 
nitrogen to the corn; they support each 
other in order to thrive.

The biggest adjustment in food garden-
ing that we faced was moving from the 
moderate temperatures of the Southern 
Ontario agricultural belt to the harsher, 
longer winters of the North. We realized 
that a quick fix solution would be to in-
vest in a greenhouse to stretch out the 
growing season, but we had concerns 
about snow loads, power outages and 
deeply cold temperatures. 

We started off by building a cold-frame 
box which is essentially a low, small 
greenhouse    box that can be built for 
under $100. It is perfect for growing 
root vegetables like carrots in the winter 
and allows for some short leafy crops 
like lettuce and microgreens. After see-
ing the success of the cold-frame box 
we realized a larger greenhouse would 
better serve our purposes for wanting 
to grow a wider variety of crops through-
out all four seasons. We chose a small 
20’ geodesic greenhouse dome. It is a 
great feature on our farm tour both for 
its attractive, unique design, and its 
practicality. Reinforced stainless steel 
bars paired with a heavy-duty vinyl for 
cover, the structure can withstand F4 
Tornadoes and a top-heavy snow load 
of six to eight feet before the structure 
would become compromised. Using 
passive solar to heat the dome, there is 
no artificial heating or lighting sources in 
which to grow the food. The only other 
feature for heating is a small thermody-
namic stock tank: it heats up and retains 

ECO FARM 
MATTAWA ECO FARM AND DISCOVERY CENTRE 

By Helen-Anne Embry, Near North Chapter
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the heat during the day and releases it 
during the night to help maintain tem-
perature. We monitored the daytime 
temperatures throughout the winter, 
and we saw that when temperatures 
dipped as low as -30 C outside, the dome 
maintained an interior temperature of 
around 0 C.

Guests to the farm can also learn about 
water conservation techniques for gar-

dening, a variety of composting methods, 
and sustainable sources of energy, and 
food preparation techniques. As we are 
a working farm, the tours are private 
and by appointment only, allowing us 
to customize each tour, provide a safer 
experience, and allows us the ability 
to answer questions thoroughly. The 
feedback so far has been very positive. 
Our tours are open to the entire     family, 

but we see children in particular enjoying 
their time here; it is always exciting to 
see what      solutions and discoveries 
they come up with... For anyone want-
ing to book a tour they can reach us at 
growmattawa@yahoo.com or by sending 
a message to our Facebook page: Mat-
tawa Eco Farm and Discovery Centre.

Geodesic greenhouse dome at Mattawa Eco Farm and Discovery Centre.

Harvesting nature’s bounty.

A winter-time tour.

Mattawa Eco Farm and Discovery 
Centre in fall

“AGROFORESTRY IS ANOTHER AREA 
THAT WE REALLY WANT TO FOCUS ON 

OVER THE NEXT FEW YEARS”
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I walked a woodlot late last fall with 
new woodlot owners before the snow 
covered the ground and you could 

still smell decaying leaves. They wanted 
some guidance on how to care for their 
new land. They had just moved from the 
city and couldn’t have been happier. 
They told me they savoured walking the 
trails, listening to the birds, rejuvenating 
their souls. I was happy for them. I was 
happy the forest had loving new owners. 
They were concerned about forest health 
and climate change. “How are our for-
ests doing?” they asked, “with climate 
change, you know? It’s scary.” We walked 
past some beaked hazel; a few branches 
broken by a neighbour’s ATV. “Will the 
forest be ok?” they questioned, “is this 
bad?” They saw nature and beauty. They 
would never cut a tree; they loved their 
new forest too much to do that. 

Within minutes of starting our walk my 
happiness turned to concern. My trained 
eye became worried about the forest’s 
health. Balsam fir, young and thick, 
dominated almost to the exclusion of 
other species. They often grow like this 
after a high-grade harvest. High-grading 
removes only the best, most valuable 
trees and leaves the diseased and poorer 
trees behind. It is a bad practice that is 
common on private land in Ontario. It 
is forbidden on Crown Land and lands 
in the Managed Forest Tax Incentive 
Program. Walking further I saw many 
stumps scattered about and my suspi-
cions were confirmed. The stumps were 
from medium-sized white and red pine, 
white spruce, white cedar, red maple, 

yellow birch, and hemlock. The former 
dominant species in this forest. 

It appeared the harvest occurred twenty 
to thirty years ago and set the develop-
ment of the forest back many decades, 
as well as pushing it off its natural path. 
It had been a biodiverse forest with large 
trees, high-quality habitat, high carbon 
stocks, and the potential to provide sus-
tainable wood products on a regular ba-
sis. However, because of the highgrading 
its functional diversity and resilience of 
this forest had been greatly reduced,  
increasing its vulnerability to climate 
change, disease, pollution, and other 
challenges our forests currently face [1]. 

Many woodlot owners hear stories like 
this and as a result abstain from har-
vesting. A chainsaw never to be heard in 
their woods. On private lands in Ontario, 
this hands-off approach is rarely ever 
the best management action. Thought-
ful, active management enhances and 
restores forests. 

The forest I saw now needed care and 
love. It still provided good habitat, water 
and air filtration, and a lovely place to 
walk for the landowners. It had great 
potential, but the landowners would 
need to roll up their sleeves and actively 
manage this land. 

I want to tell you how we can prevent 
this from happening in the future and 
how through active management, you 
can enhance your forest’s biodiversity, 
carbon, and recreational values, and 
yes, produce wood products too. Good 
forest management on your land protects 
not only the values in your forest but 

contributes to your community and the 
protection of forests around the world. 

I want to tell you about Forest Certifica-
tion and the Forest Stewardship Council 
® (FSC ®).  

What is Forest Certification?

Forest Certification is a voluntary system 
for landowners who want to protect and 
enhance their forests by managing them 
to the highest standard. It allows the 
landowner to “certify” their forests as 
sustainably managed. Certified forest 
owners care for their forests using very 
high standards developed by organiza-
tions such as the Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC). The standards include 
protections for Indigenous and cultural 
values, and the rights of Indigenous peo-
ple, forest workers, and communities. 
The standards lay out what safeguards 
are required to protect and enhance 
biodiversity, species at risk, wetlands, 
and other important ecological elements 
of a forest. Finally, a management plan 
with appropriate detail is required.  After 
all these elements have been addressed 
the landowner can confidently undertake 
a harvest. Planned and implemented 
properly, harvesting has a positive influ-
ence on the forest and contributes to the 
economic and social health of the local 
community. See OWA YouTube recording 
of Tree Marking webinar: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=xOziIGV4PMg.

Once a landowner believes they meet the 
standards, a qualified auditor reviews 
their practices and ensures compliance. 
The auditor is a separate organization 
from the landowner and from FSC; they 

FOREST CERTIFICATION 
FOREST CERTIFICATION FOR PRIVATE LANDOWNERS: PROTECTION FOR YOUR FOREST, FOR THE WORLDS FORESTS

By Glen Prevost, R.P.F., OWA Program Coordinator, Near North Chapter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOziIGV4PMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOziIGV4PMg
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are an impartial “third-party”. When the 
auditor deems that the forest practices 
meet the standard, they provide the 
forest owner with a certificate saying 
they have complied with the certified 
forest standard and have “achieved 
certification”.  

Who is the Forest Stewardship Council?

The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) 
(fsc.org) was founded in 1994 by a group 
of concerned people from environmental 
non-governmental organizations, timber 
and wood products companies, as well 
as human rights organizations with the 
common goal of maintaining, improving, 
and protecting the worlds forests. These 
people developed a forest management 
standard based on 10 core principles. 
FSC has since grown their standard 
into the world’s largest and most rec-
ognized forest management standard. 
The Canadian arm of FSC, FSC Canada 
(ca.fsc.org), oversees the adoption and 
implementation of standards in Canada. 
Canada currently has the largest area 
of certified forest in the world at 164 
millions hectares. The countries with 
the next most certified area, Russia 
the United Stares, have only 68 and 
40 million hectares of certified forest 
respectively. [2]

The Eastern Ontario Model Forest and 
FSC Certification

The Eastern Ontario Model Forest 
(EOMF) achieved FSC certification in 
2003 and was issued an FSC Group 
Forest Management Certificate (FSC 
C018800). As the Program Coordinator 
for the EOMF-OWA, I am responsible 
for the management of that certificate. 
A group certificate  allows many dif-
ferent landowners to come together 

and achieve certification under a single 
FSC Certificate. Our certificate includes 
74,000 hectares of land owned by private 
woodlot owners, maple syrup producers 
who can certify their syrup as “FSC Certi-
fied”, private commercial forests owned 
by private companies, and community 
forests, such as those owned by munic-
ipalities and conservation authorities. 
Our collaborative program makes the 
whole certification process easier and 
allows for numerous, smaller landown-
ers and community forests to share the 
benefits and costs of FSC certification. 
Certification would otherwise be too 
expensive and time consuming for these 
landowners. 

A tour of an FSC Certified Woodlot in Lanark County. This area was cleared for pasture 
in the early 1900’s and is now a healthy forest that was harvested a decade ago. A 
pine plantation will be harvested this year as part of the ongoing restoration of old 
agricultural fields on the property. The beautiful stream in the background dives 
underground and reappears 20 meters further along.

For a prospective FSC participant, we 
provide all the required information and 
training and assess what needs to be 
done for a forest to qualify to become 
FSC certified under our certificate. We 
host several FSC working group meetings 
per year; that resolve issues, provide in-
formation, and serve a training function 
for forest owners and managers in our 
program. These meetings are held in the 
east and the west parts of the province, 
We make it as easy as possible for land-
owners to become certified.

Why Certify Your Forest?

To make good decisions about how to 
manage your forest, you need a foun-

“Thoughtful, active management 
enhances and restores forests.”
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dation for sustainable forest management. Following FSC 
principles provides that foundation. It is an iron clad testament 
and assurance of good forest management and benefits 
for the local community, and for the reputation of the FSC 
certificate holder. This system ensures a healthy forest and 
all the benefits that brings.

In your local area, FSC certification demonstrates to your 
stakeholders, neighbours, and other forest owners that you 
have worldwide recognition as to the quality of your forest 
management activities and are a leader in forest manage-
ment. In the case of commercial and community forests, 
certification enriches the great story that you have to tell. It 
is a reputation and product enhancer. It makes it easier to 
withstand challenges from concerned citizens about how you 
care for your forests. You become a beacon of superior forest 
management to the private woodlot community in your area. 

Back to the Woodlot

As I left the woodlot that day, I was pleased with the advice I 
had provided. The new landowners, once reluctant to harvest, 
now understood that active management and harvesting 
was needed to improve the health of their woodlot. They 
were even considering having a local boy, who sold balsam 
fir Christmas trees, cut some of theirs. Birds and boys were 
going to be better off. The woodlot’s future was bright. How 
great is that?

The demand for wood products is growing. Too often they 
come from poorly managed forests with virtually no stan-
dards. FSC Certification ensures that areas that should not 
be harvested are protected and that areas that are harvested 
are done so in a responsible way.  We need to understand 
that when we choose to remove an area from harvesting, 
that harvest simply shifts to another forest, often damaging 
the things we value elsewhere [3]. 

For woodlot owners who had never intended to harvest, FSC 
Certification can be the road to demonstrating that periodic 
harvests are a positive biological and community good. It 
provides many benefits such as biodiversity enhancement, 
ecosystem restoration, carbon capture, local jobs, and 
ultimately a healthy forest that is robust to climate change, 
invasive species, and pollution. 

This story is the story of woodlots in Ontario. Your woodlot 
is eligible for certification. Please contact me, Glen Prevost, 
at glen.prevost@ontriowoodlot.com or 705-358-7913. More 
information can be found at https://www.eomf.on.ca/pro-
grams/certification.
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The 10 Principles of FSC Certification 

1: COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND FSC PRINCIPLES 

2: TENURE AND USE RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

3: INDIGENOUS PEOPLES’ RIGHTS 

4: COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND WORKERS’ RIGHTS 

5: BENEFITS FROM THE FOREST 

6:  ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

7: MANAGEMENT PLAN 

8: MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT 

9: HIGH CONSERVATION VALUE FORESTS 

10: PLANTATIONS 
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The FSC Logo along with the 
EOMF Certificate Licence Code. 
FSC Certified Organizations use 
this logo to tell consumers and 
stakeholders that they and their 
products are FSC Certified.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOziIGV4PMg
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The Ontario Woodlot Association (OWA) is proud to call itself a “grass roots” association. From the association’s beginning, we 
recognized the need for a provincial organization that would provide a common voice for woodlot owners and foster a strong and 
active local presence. The OWA’s unique provincial body and regional chapter structure meets this need

OWA’s chapter structure allows members to work with fellow woodlot owners on local needs through workshops, woodlot tours, 
and a general sharing of knowledge and experiences within their local communities.

We currently have 22 regional chapters across the province to serve Ontario’s woodlot owners.  A reminder that we are always 
working to establish new chapters in other areas of Ontario.
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We encourage members to submit  
articles for publication, classified ads, 
questions or comments. Your feedback  
is encouraged and always welcomed. 
Please submit to the address listed in  
The Source, to the left.

ADVERTISING INFORMATION

As a service to OWA members, limited 
space will be made available for forest 
management related, non-commercial 
ads. For example, to find a forestry 
contractor to do some work, buy or 
sell a piece of forestry machinery. The 
classifieds are available to members at 
no charge (maximum of 30 words).

Print and digital advertising space is also 
offered to commercial enterprises. 

For information contact:  
info@ontariowoodlot.com

FOLLOW THE OWA ON SOCIAL MEDIA:

Ads placed in The Ontario Woodlander do not imply OWA endorsement of these products 
or services. We encourage readers to ask questions and act as informed consumers.

Upcoming Issues of The Ontario Woodlander 
Our 107th (June) issue will focus on the new OWA, and our on-going trans-
formation to a modern and more proactive organization. For the 108th (Sep-
tember) issue, our theme will be wildlife management. Please send your 
high-resolution wildlife photos to erica.dixon@ontariowoodlot.com, and we 
will include a selection of the best! Miigwetch!

https://twitter.com/ontariowoodlot
https://www.facebook.com/OntarioWoodlotAssociation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ontario-woodlot-association/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvHXHsGVzdJ2V5wRdAg9syg/featured
https://www.instagram.com/ontariowoodlot/

